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ABSTRACT OF THESIS
AEROMECHANICS OF
LOW REYNOLDS NUMBER INFLATABLE/RIGIDIZABLE WINGS
Use of an inflatable/rigidizable wing is explored for Mars airplane designs. The BIG BLUE
(Baseline Inflatable-wing Glider Balloon Launched Unmanned airplane Experiment) project was
developed at the University of Kentucky, with an objective to demonstrate feasibility of this tech-
nology with a flight-test of an high-altitude glider with inflatable/rigidizable wings. The focus of
this thesis research was to design and analyze the wing for this project. The wings are stowed in
the fuselage, inflate during ascent, and rigidize with exposure to UV light. The design of wings was
evaluated by using aerodynamic and finite element software and wind tunnel testing. The profile
is chosen based upon aerodynamic results and consideration of manufacturability of the inflatable
wing structures. Flow over prototypes of inflatable/rigidizable and ideal shaped wings were also
examined in the wind tunnel. Flow visualization, lift and drag measurements, and wake survey
testing methods were performed. Results from the wind tunnel testing are presented along with
suggestions in improving the inflatable/rigidizable wing’s aerodynamic efficiency and use on a low
Reynolds number platform. In addition, high altitude wing deployment tests and low altitude flight
tests of the inflatable/rigidizable wing were conducted.
KEYWORDS: Inflatable and Rigidizable wing, Low Reynolds number wing, High Altitude
Flight Testing, Airfoil Finite Element Analysis, Marscraft.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation/Importance of Work
Exploration of Mars and Venus has a long-term goal of human space efforts. Attempts to
explore Mars started in the early 60s with orbits by the USSR and US [1]. In 1964, the US spacecraft
Mariner 4 returned with 21 close-up photos of Mars, opening the door for other spacecrafts, orbiters,
and landers being sent to Mars to investigate the surface and atmosphere of the planet. These
missions led to the current rover missions and resulted in scientists obtaining the evidence of past
liquid water on Mars. With this discovery, the question of ”Is there life on Mars?” was raised.
In order to answer this question, NASA is taking the approach to Follow the Water. Closely
observing the surface of Mars, scientists can obtain clues on the history of water. Currently, two
rover missions are in progress to examine a wide range of rocks on Mars. Although these rovers are
making successful discoveries [2], NASA has additional plans to explore Mars in the near future.
For instance, the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter and Phoenix landers are two missions that will be
launched in 2005 and 2007, respectively.
In addition to these missions, using unmanned airplanes to observe Mars [4] and Venus [5] is
considered to be a future exploration concept (illustrated in Figure 1.1(a)). Advantages of airplanes
are that they can obtain closer images than satellites and can observe larger territory than rovers.
With this extensive range of view, scientists are capable of observing places where rovers could not
reach and following interesting land features such as valleys and dry riverbeds.
Although flight is feasible, designing an airplane for Mars is difficult due to the low-density
atmosphere and the cost of launch. Motivation for this research work is to develop a low-density
aircraft that can be evaluated at high-earth altitude as a prototype Marscraft. Flight conditions at
high altitude on Earth are similar to flight conditions at sea-level on Mars. Marscraft prototypes
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(a) Rigid Wing (b) Folding Wing
Figure 1.1: NASA Marsplane Concept
have been tested at high-earth altitude in the recent past. At this altitude, design criteria of
aircraft, especially the wing design factor, become different from most general aviation aircraft.
One of the important design factors of any wing is Reynolds number (Re), which is dependent
on speed and flight conditions. Re is proportional to density, speed, and geometry of the wing,
and inversely proportional to viscosity. The density of Mars is extremely thin so that it causes a
major reduction of Re. Therefore, Marscraft must be designed for low-Re flight, below 500,000 as
illustrated in Figure 1.2 [10].
At low Re, flow over the wing is uncertain leading to poor aerodynamic performance. To
address this challenge, designers typically increase wing span. However, for a Marscraft, a larger
wing span leads to increased launch costs. Possible solutions are an aircraft with folding or inflatable
wings (Figure 1.1(b)), provided wings can be designed for low-Re performance. Previous works on
folding and inflatable wings are discussed in Chapter 2. With these concepts, an aircraft does not
require a large volume in the spacecraft during its shipment to Mars. Once it reaches the destination
point, large inflatable wings would then deploy and enable flight over the Martian terrain.
In addition to inflatable wing technology, rigidization of wings has been developed recently. As
with any composite layup, the material starts as soft and flexible, but hardens as the resin cures.
Here, the curing process is initiated by exposure to Ultraviolet (UV) radiation upon deployment.
Thus combining this and inflatable wing technology, a flexible inflatable wing becomes a solid
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Figure 1.2: Re versus Mach number
rigid wing before flight on Mars. The major advantage of this rigidizable wing is that the wing
will not require pressurization during the entire flight, and reducing the weight of the inflation
system and the risk of leakage. Mars exploration vehicles have constraints on volume and weight
due to the launch and flight to Mars and also require the system to endure a long travel time.
Inflatable/rigidizable wings address many of the challenges involved in developing Mars aircraft.
1.2 Objectives and Overview of Thesis
1.2.1 Wing Design
The objectives of this research are to design an inflatable/rigidizable wing that can perform
at high altitude conditions and to verify its performance through wind tunnel and flight tests.
This research work is part of the University of Kentucky BIG BLUE Project, which is discussed
in detail in the next section. The inflatable wings were made by ILC Dover Inc., a company
known for their manufacturing of spacesuits and inflatable space structures for NASA. Recently,
the company decided to work on development of an inflatable/rigidizable wing [16]. This inflatable
wing is constructed of woven composite fabric following the design of their inflatable wing, but
impregnated with UV-curable resin that will rigidize once exposed to UV light. After considering
other concepts, the University of Kentucky and ILC Dover Inc. decided to collaborate on developing
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the inflatable/rigidizable wing suitable for low Re flight. Manufacturing of the wings was done
at ILC Dover Inc., with the numerical and experimental analyses of the wing completed at the
University of Kentucky.
Initial design of the wing was done by a choosing base airfoil profile for the inflatable wing
with its aerodynamic performance in the Re range of interest, 50,000 to 500,000. The selection of
the airfoil was based on numerical analysis and manufacturing considerations. Once the profile of
the inflatable wing was obtained, stress analyses were conducted to determine the type and number
of composite layers of the initial design of the inflatable wing under a steady, level flight condition.
In addition, static load analyses were also conducted using the same model. For the final design,
wing stress analyses were conducted to optimize the root strength and weight of the wing with the
number of composite layers varying from the root to tip of the wing.
Prototypes of the inflatable-shape wing and the ideal wing profile were built in the UK Stereo-
lithography lab. Initially, these prototypes were tested in the wind tunnel to acquire aerodynamic
performance differences between the ideal shape and the inflatable wing shape. Then a ground-
cured inflatable wing was tested to compare to the prototype wings. Deployment of the initial
wing was tested at high altitude in May 2003, and the same first-generation wing design was tested
at low altitude during the fall of 2003 to verify the flight performance. Deployment and flight
performance of the final design of the wing was to be verified on May 1, 2004.
1.2.2 BIG BLUE Project
In the summer of 2002, the University of Kentucky proposed the BIG BLUE Project (Baseline
Inflatable-wing Glider Balloon Launched Unmanned Experiment) to the NASA Workforce Devel-
opment Program [3]. The grant awarded the University of Kentucky had a primary objective of
promoting aerospace careers to engineering students. The technical objective of the BIG BLUE
project was to deploy inflatable/rigidizable wings on a glider during an ascent via a weather bal-
loon to an altitude greater than 80,000 feet. The inflatable/rigidizable wing then cured during
the period of exposure to UV-light, hardening it for the return flight. The final phase of the
flight was to release the glider from the balloon for its return flight to ground. Figure 1.3 illus-
trates the BIG BLUE project: Phase 1 is a 1.5-hour ascent at a constant rate, Phase 2 is to
deploy the inflatable/rigidizable wing, and Phase 3 is approximately a 2.5-hour descent. In addi-
tion to wing design, the scope of the BIG BLUE project included wing deployment, flight control,
structural, power/communication, avionics/control, data acquisition, integration, flight watch, and
launch/recovery. In all, over forty students contributed.
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Figure 1.3: BIG BLUE flight illustration
On the morning of May 3, 2003 at Fort Collins, CO, the inflatable/rigidizable wing glider
was launched with the help of Edge of Space Sciences, EOSS. The first launch was a success; the
inflatable/rigidizable wings were deployed at the altitude of 55,000 feet, and rigidized as ascent
continued to 89,603 feet. The glider parachuted down to a landing 100 miles from the launch site.
During the entire flight, GPS, pressure, and temperature data was recorded, and the glider returned
with several pictures from the edge of space.
The goals for BIG BLUE II in 2004 are to break the barrier of 100,000 feet and fly under
autonomous control. The goal of sending a glider to a higher altitude requires reducing the weight.
For that reason, the wing design was reconsidered to minimize the weight for this flight. Seventeen
new sub-system teams were formed with over sixty engineering students working toward a successful
flight test on May 1, 2004.
1.2.3 Overview
This thesis presents the design and analysis process of the inflatable/rigidizable wing. Chapter
2 provides the background that includes the flight condition of high altitude gliders and Marscrafts,
their difficulty in wing design, the flow behaviors at low Re region and previous works of Marscrafts
and inflatable wings. After the background information of the glider, the process of the airfoil selec-
tion of inflatable/rigidizable wing is presented in Chapter 3. In this chapter, aerodynamic analysis
of five candidate airfoils and the final profile of the wing are discussed. Using the final profile,
finite element analyses of the wing were conducted to determine the type and number of composite
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layers, and results of these analyses are presented in Chapter 4. Then chapter 5 introduces the
wind tunnel testing techniques/arrangements and their data of ideal, inflatable/rigidizable shape
wing prototypes, and the two sets of actual inflatable/rigidizable wings. In Chapter 6, high and
low altitude flight tests of this inflatable/rigidizable wing are presented. Chapter 7 summaries
the results of analyses and testing and presents possible future analyses and improvements on the
inflatable/rigidizable wings.
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Chapter 2
Background
For any type of aircraft, selection of the appropriate airfoil profile and wing plan-form are two
dominant factors. Engineers spend a substantial amount of time to develop an ideal shape airfoil
for various flight conditions.
2.1 Flight Conditions
2.1.1 High Altitude Conditions on Earth
Flight conditions for the glider are those above the earth-altitude of 30 km. Figure 2.1 presents
the variation of density, pressure, and temperature with altitude, respectively. Density and pressure
drop exponentially with altitude; both density and pressure at 30 km (98, 425.2 feet) are approxi-
mately 1% of sea level values. Temperature drops linearly in the troposphere, and then stabilizes in
the stratosphere where the glider will be released. The speed of sound is a function of temperature,
making it vary as well (Figure 2.1(d)).
a =
√
γRT (2.1)
where a is speed of sound, γ is ratio of constant pressure and volume (for air at standard conditions,
γ is 1.4), R is the gas constant per unit mass (for air at standard conditions in SI, R is 287
J/(kg·K)), and T is temperature. At the altitude of 30 km, absolute pressure, density, viscosity, and
temperature are 1185.5 Pa, 1.7861 · 10−2 kg/m3, 1.475 · 10−5 kg/(m · s) and 231.24 K, respectively.
The speed of sound at this altitude is 304.82 m/s.
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(a) Density (b) Pressure
(c) Temperature (d) Speed of Sound
Figure 2.1: High Altitude Flight Conditions
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Table 2.1: The Atmospheric Conditions of Earth and Mars
2.1.2 Sea-level Conditions on Mars
Unlike Earth’s atmosphere, the atmosphere of Mars is composed of ninety-five percent Carbon
Dioxide and small amounts of Nitrogen, Oxygen and other gasses. The average temperature of
Mars is −81◦F with a maximum temperature of 68◦F and a minimum of −220◦F, compared to
Earth’s average temperature of 57◦F. The pressure on the surface of Mars varies significantly with
altitude; however, the average pressure is about 7 milibars (0.00691 atm). The most important
factor for airfoil design is density. The density at the surface of Mars is roughly equivalent to
density at an altitude of 30.5 km on Earth. The gravity of Mars is 38% of Earth’s which gives
allowances for the weight of the glider when it will fly on Mars. Comparisons of the atmospheric
conditions are summarized in Table 2.1 [7].
2.1.3 Difficulty in Wing Design
Performance of every airfoil is dependent on the scale effect of the wing, which is generally
known as the Reynolds number, Re.
Re =
ρV c
µ
=
V c
ν
(2.2)
where ρ is density, V is velocity, c is chord length, µ is viscosity and ν is kinematic viscosity. Re
and density are proportional to each other, so as density decreases Re decreases proportionally.
Increasing the velocity of the vehicle increases Re. However, the density at 30 km is so low that the
vehicle still has Re below 200,000. Figure 2.2 illustrates the relationship between Re and altitude
for various velocities: 25 m/s, 75 m/s, 100 m/s, 175 m/s, and 250 m/s. In this region, flow over
the wing is hard to predict due to laminar separation. Causes and effects of laminar separation are
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discussed in the next section. In addition to low Re effects, the glider also experiences a relatively
high Mach number, M. The equation for Mach number is
M =
V
a
(2.3)
Figure 2.3 shows the change in Mach number as the altitude increases. Depending on the gliding
velocity, the glider will encounter a Mach number range of 0.07 to 0.82; Mach numbers between
0.4 and 0.6 are considered as high subsonic. Behavior of the flow in the regions of low Re and
high subsonic Mach number is not well known, thus flow prediction over a designed wing will be
difficult and requiring testing. Other important factors in wing design are lift, drag, and moment
coefficients (Cl, Cd, and Cm, respectively) . They are defined as follows:
Cl =
L
1/2ρV 2S
(2.4)
Cd =
D
1/2ρV 2S
(2.5)
Cm =
M
1/2ρV 2S
(2.6)
where L is lift, D is drag,M is moment and S is surface area of the wing. Steady flight depends on
equilibrium of the vehicle weight and lift. Looking at the lift coefficient, the relation between lift
to density is inversely proportional. At lower densities, the wing will require an increase in Cl to
maintain steady flight. Thus, decreasing weight, increasing velocity, or increasing wing area will be
required. Therefore, one of the solutions for low Re aircrafts is to have a large surface area wing.
2.2 Flow Behavior at Low Re
2.2.1 Smooth versus Rough Airfoil
As mentioned in previous sections, the major challenge in designing a wing for high altitude
is consideration of low-Re flow behavior. In general at lower Reynolds numbers viscous effects are
relatively large, causing high drag and limiting maximum lift. Figure 2.7 [17] by McMasters and
Henderson illustrates typical variation in L/Dmax as a function of Re of various airfoils versus Re
for smooth and rough airfoils. Note that the performance of smooth airfoils drops dramatically for
Re < 105 and becomes less than that of rough airfoils. This critical Re is parting the two major
airfoil shapes from each other. They are the insect (Re less than 104) and the general aviation
airfoil profiles (Re larger than 106). Insects, such as dragonflies, do not have a smooth wing
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Figure 2.2: Reynolds Number Versus Altitude
Figure 2.3: Mach Number Versus Altitude
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surface; instead, rough wing surface helps to delay flow separation. The dragonflies in Re 5,000
have extremely small L/Dmax of approximately 5. However, birds, like pigeon which is in around
Re 50,000 and has approximately 15 L/Dmax, have very smooth sections. As the Re decreases,
roughness becomes a significantly important factor to airfoil design. This is due to separation of
the flow.
Normally, flow over the smooth airfoil is laminar; however, as Re increases, the flow over the
airfoil becomes turbulent. Separation is frequently seen in laminar flow over smooth airfoils. For
rough airfoils, the flow is tripped by the rough surface and becomes turbulent. Thus, performance
of the airfoil does not change dramatically over the Re range in question. The following subsections
explain the causes and effects of laminar separation in detail.
2.2.2 Laminar Separation
Flow separation is the major cause of reduction in aerodynamic performance of smooth airfoil.
In general, flow separation occurs under adverse pressure gradients (dp/dx > 0) and with viscosity
effects. When airfoils operate in the regime of Re over 106, adverse pressure gradients occur after
transition of laminar to turbulent flow. Due to this turbulent flow, the adverse pressure gradients
suppressed by a turbulent boundary layer causes less separation in the flow. Figure 2.4 illustrates
the NACA0012, symmetric airfoil, at Re 1,000,000 and 500,000 with angle of attack 2 degree.
Under high Re, drag coefficients are low, thus aerodynamic performance, lift over drag (L/D),
become relatively high.
However, in a lower Re regime (below 50,000), the adverse pressure gradients occur while flow
is still laminar, producing laminar separation over the trailing end of the airfoil that continues
into the wake. As a result of this laminar separation, the airfoil observes a low lift coefficient and
high drag (shown in Figure 2.5). After the laminar boundary layer separates, the separated layer
changes to the turbulent flow by influence of separated shear layer transition. This turbulent flow
reattaches the separated flow to the surface as a turbulent boundary layer, which causes a laminar
separation bubble to form (illustrated in Figure 2.6 [9]).
This phenomenon was evaluated by Carmichael [10] that obtained the relationship between the
distances of separation to reattachment to a bubble length Re. Any airfoil, which does not reach
the critical Re of about 70,000, is too short to create reattachment conditions. For flow above this
critical Re, reattachment occurs and a laminar separation bubble is then generated.
The length of a laminar separation bubble has a huge effect on the airfoil performance. The
length of this bubble is also related to Re and angles of attack, because it is dependent upon the
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airfoil shape and chord. Hence, Lissaman and other engineers looked at bubble proportions in
terms of Re and angles of attack. At lower Re, a long bubble is generated over 20 to 30% of the
airfoil length, causing major changes in pressure distribution. On the other hand, the short bubble
that forms at higher Re has the size of a few percent of the airfoil chord. Since it is so small, it
does not affect the performance of airfoil. However, the short bubble can burst to produce a long
bubble as a result of larger pressure recovery for reattachment at greater angles of attacks, and this
behavior is called stall.
The above characteristics make this flow regime extremely difficult to model. Therefore, the
elimination of laminar separation becomes very important. One way to eliminate laminar separation
is to produce turbulent flow before adverse pressure gradients occurs. Carmichael discussed the
transition-promoting devices, called turbulator, whose usages are 1) simple mechanical roughness
elements includes: serrations, strips, bumps, or ridges on the airfoil leading edge, 2) transpiration
methods: air-jets emitting from surface of airfoil, 3) transition caused by exciting sound waves, or
4) mechanical vibration of the wing. Transition in the flow can be also hastened by increasing the
free-stream turbulence intensity (FSTI). However, excess design of the turbulator can also cause
the boundary layer to become unnecessarily thick and creates more drag. Another general design
concept for low Re conditions is to have thin airfoil profiles.
2.3 Previous Work
Prior efforts to date by other research groups include flights of high-altitude rigid-wing gliders
and low-altitude inflatable-wing aircraft.
2.3.1 Prototype Mars Airplanes
Due to the similarity in flight conditions between Earth high altitude and Mars sea-level, a few
Marscrafts had been tested previously to validate the flight performances of Marscraft prototypes.
A NASA Ames [14] project had the objective to flight test their Marscraft prototypes. At first,
they conducted the low altitude tests with two brother-ship gliders Wilbur (NASA 729) and Orville
(NASA 731). Then they successfully flight-tested the prototype Mars airplane, the Kitty Hawk 3
(NASA 731) glider. On August 9, 2001, the eight-foot span rigid-wing glider was balloon-launched
to 101,000 feet above Oregon and released (Figure 2.8(a)). Figure ?? is a picture of their glider at
the edge of the space. Pictures were taken by the camera located at the tip of the wing.
In 2002, a NASA Langley proposed the ARES (Aerial Regional-scale Environmental Survey
of Mars) for NASA Scout mission [15]. ARES is rocket-proportioned aircraft, which is designed for
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(a) Re 1,000,000
(b) Re 500,000
Figure 2.4: NACA0012 Airfoil XFoil Analysis AoA 2◦ Above Re 500,000
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(a) Re 50,000
(b) Re 10,000
Figure 2.5: NACA0012 Airfoil XFoil Analysis AoA 2◦ Below Re 500,000
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Figure 2.6: Laminar Separation Bubble
Figure 2.7: L/D vs. Re
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Figure 2.8: NASA Ames Mars prototype glider
acquiring Martian atmospheric and geological data. Designed altitude range of ARES is below 500
km from the ground of Mars (lower altitude than satellites). Also, ARES airplane was designed
under several difficult design requirements, such as geometry restriction, autonomous flight control,
and structure strength that withstand severe atmospheric condition during space travel. The primal
idea of ARES airplane was from the MAP (Mars Airplane Package) airplane concept that was
previous NASA’s project focused on the design of the Mars airplane. After investigating several
choice of the wing, ARES airplane was decided to use folding-wing. They also examined propulsion,
tail, and fuselage designs of the airplane. On September 19, 2002, 50% scaled model was flight tested
at altitude 103,500 feet. In this flight test, the prototype glider experienced extremely similar flight
condition as actual flight on Mars. In addition, autonomous wing deployment and flight control
were verified (shown in Figure 2.9).
2.3.2 Inflatable Wings
Development of inflatable wing technologies started in the 1950s [16], and a good example of
inflatable aircraft was the Goodyear’s Inflatoplane. Goodyear Aircraft Company (which is presently
owned by Lockheed Martin) designed and developed an airplane with inflatable material using their
technologies lighter-than-aircraft in 1956 [12]. The motivation of this development was to use this
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Figure 2.9: NASA Langley ARES Mars prototype glider
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aircraft as a military rescue plane, which could be dropped behind the enemy lines to rescue downed
pilots. At first, the single seated inflatoplane, XAO-3 (GA-468 shown in Figure 2.10(a) [11]), was
developed, with a total length of 19 ft 7 in. with a 22 ft wing span that could be inflated in about
5 minutes using less pressure than a car tire. The plane was powered by a two-cycle 40 horsepower
Nelson engine and held 20 gallons of fuel. The maximum weight of plane was 240 lb and its flight
range was 390 miles with an endurance of 6.5 hours. The two-seated inflatoplane, XAO-2(GA-466
shown in Figure 2.10(b)), was also developed, however, it had 19 ft 2 in. total length and 28 ft
wing span with 60 horsepower McCulloch 4318 engine. It held 18 gallons of fuel and had the gross
weight of 740 lb. Airplane inflation took about 6 minutes. It flight range was 275 miles with an
endurance of 5.4 hours.
A NASA Dryden [13] project tested on inflatable wing at low altitude (800 - 1,000 feet)
(Figure 2.11). The skeleton of the wing was made of inflatable tubes, and crushable foam was used
to maintain the shape of wing. After the aircraft was released, the five-foot span inflatable wing
was deployed quickly, on the order of a third of a second, and completed a successful flight. To
maintain strength in the wing, high pressurization was required using Nitrogen gas.
ILC Dover Inc. who manufactured the inflatable/rigidizable wing for the BIG BLUE Project
has been researching and developing inflatable wing technology since the 1970s [16]. Their first
inflatable wing technology was used in the Apteron, an unmanned aerial vehicle which had a 5.1 feet
wingspan, a 0.5 hp engine and a 7 lbs gross weight. They also used this inflatable wing technology
for the tail-fin of a lighter-than-aircraft and also for the fin of missiles for stabilization purpose.
During development of inflatable wing, several different techniques were attempted, including a
method that used various sizes of inflatable tubes as skeleton of the wing and covered with skin
and sometimes with foam to maintain the smooth airfoil shape. Their recent inflatable wing design
2.12 was constructed using a bladder that holds pressure and a structure restraint which maintain
the wing shape under inflation and aerodynamic loading. Due to this bladder and restraint, the
wing had rough and bumpy shape (Figure 3.8); however, skinning wing was an option. The wing
stiffness was depending on internal pressure and the material properties of restraint. Therefore,
the high modulus fibers such as PBO, Vectran and Kevlar, etc. became the choices for the wing
restraint. Out of several choices, the restraint fiber was selected based on storage and performance
requirements of the aircraft and most importantly by packing requirement. Polyurethane was often
used for the bladder material because of its resistance to gas permeation and tear from flex. ILC
Dover Inc. also investigated on packaging, deployment, and inflation of the wing.
There are several advantage and disadvantage of using inflatable wings. One of the major
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(a) GA-468 (b) GA-466
Figure 2.10: The Goodyear Inflatoplanes
advantages of using an inflatable wing is the space required by the wing. The disadvantages of
having inflatable wing are possible pressure leakage in the wing and increasing weight by inflation
mechanism. To overcome some of disadvantages listed above, ILC Dover Inc. developed new tech-
nology called rigidization. According to ILC Dover Inc., rigidization is a process by which a flexible
material is altered physically by an external controlling influence and becomes a solid composite
structure. This rigidization can be done by Ultra-Violet (UV), and Inflation Gas Reaction. Using
this technique, wing only need to be pressurized during deployment and curing stages. The inflat-
able wing with this rigidization technique is suitable for the Marscraft by packaging and mechanism
standpoints.
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Figure 2.11: NASA Dryden Inflatable Wing
Figure 2.12: ILC Dover Inflatable Wing
Figure 2.13: The profile of the E398 inflatable wing
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Chapter 3
Selection of the Airfoil
A first step to designing the wing began with choosing an airfoil. As mentioned in Chapter 2,
the flight condition for the glider is extremely low Re condition. Because of lower speed of sound
and high velocity descent, the glider will be experiencing high subsonic flight conditions. The airfoil
selection for the glider becomes critical under these flight conditions. In this chapter, initial airfoil
selections, XFoil aerodynamic analyses, verification of analyses and the final profile of the wing are
discussed in detail.
3.1 Initial Airfoil Selections
From the airfoil coordinate database at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (UIUC)
[18], five low Re profiles were selected across a range of geometric parameters. They were DAE11,
DAE31, E387, E398 and S7012, all shown in Figure 3.1. DAE11 and DAE31 are Drela airfoils,
which are designed for low Reynolds number performance. E387 and E398 are both Eppler airfoils.
E387 is low Re airfoil and E398 is human powered aircraft airfoil. S7012 is Selig low Re airfoil.
All The basic geometries, such as thickness and chamber of airfoils, are shown in Table 3.1. The
values of thickness and chamber were based on unit chord length. The range of thickness in these
five airfoils was from 0.0875 to 0.1417 and chamber was from 0.02023 to 0.06760. As discussed in
Chapter 2, thinner airfoils have better performance under low Re conditions. However, criteria for
selecting the airfoil for inflatable/rigidizable wing are not only based on aerodynamic performance.
Manufacturability of the wing also becomes important; hence the large range of airfoil geometry
was chosen for this analysis.
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Figure 3.1: Initial Airfoil Selections
Table 3.1: Airfoil Geometries
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3.2 XFoil Analyses
These profiles were then analyzed using XFoil6.9 [19]. XFoil is an aerodynamic software written
by Mark Drela. The software can be used for subsonic isolated airfoils under viscous and inviscid
conditions. Airfoil modifications such as increasing thickness, leading edge radius, and adding flap
are possible in the software.
Using this software, the aerodynamic performance of each airfoil was obtained under various
Re and angles of attacks (AoA). The Re range were chosen based on the estimated altitude, which
the glider will be flying. However, the flight altitude of the BIG BLUE glider was uncertain at this
point of work, and also without chord length, the exact Re range for the glider was not available.
Five airfoils were analyzed under Re of 60,000, 120,000, 250,000, and 500,000 with AoA of -6◦
to 12◦ with increment of 2. However, a few cases were impossible to obtain data for due to no
convergence of the solutions. The causes of these no convergence were different in each cases, with
some caused by extremely low Re and others from low AoA.
The acquired results of lift coefficient versus AoA, lift coefficient versus drag coefficient, and
lift over drag versus AoA were plotted using MatlabTM . The results are shown in Figures 3.2,
3.3, and 3.4; Re 60,000, 120,000, 250,000 and 500,000 are shown in red, blue, green and pink,
respectively. From lift coefficient versus AoA, the stall angles of DAE11, E398 and S7012 were seen
clearly. Also, the parabolic relationship between lift and drag coefficient was viewed from E387
and S7012 plots. Airfoil performance under a specific Re was obtained by observing L/D plots.
Ranking of airfoils were obtained under each Re and the results are illustrated in Table 3.2. Since
the flight conditions of the wing was assumed to be extremely low Re, results from Re 60,000 were
examined carefully. At a Re of 60,000, both thin airfoils, E387 and S7012, have better aerodynamic
performance than the others. The ranking of the five candidate airfoils at Re 60,000 are shown in
Figure 3.5. From top to bottom, they are in the order of performance, E387, S7012, DAE31, E398,
and DAE11. The percent performance reduction of E398 from E398 is approximately 67%. As Re
increased, the airfoils with large chamber, DAE11 and DAE31, began to perform better. Table 3.2
demonstrates the dramatic change in the airfoil ranking as Re increases. At a Re of 500,000, the
ranking becomes DAE31, DAE11, E398, E387, and S7012. In this Re, the percent performance
reduction of S7012 from DAE31 is approximately 37%. Most airfoils are designed in a certain point
of Re; once they are out of that Re, the performance of the airfoils will drop. Hence, wing designer
needs to be aware of the flight condition, especially Re.
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(a) DAE11
(b) DAE31
Figure 3.2: XFoil Results of Initial Five Airfoils: Drela
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(a) E387
(b) E398
Figure 3.3: XFoil Results of Initial Five Airfoils: Eppler
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Figure 3.4: XFoil Results of Initial Five Airfoils: Selig S7012
Table 3.2: Ranking of Airfoils
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Figure 3.5: Candidate airfoils in order of aerodynamic performance at Re 60,000
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3.3 Verification with UIUC Database
To verify the XFoil results of five candidate profiles, the UIUC wind tunnel test data [18] were
used. Since test data for all five airfoils was not available, the available results, E387 and S701,
were used to verify the XFoil analyses. These two airfoil’s wind tunnel test data were acquired at
the UIUC web site. The attained wind tunnel test data and XFoil analyses results of E387 and
S7012 were plotted using Matlab. The comparisons of extremely low Re, Re 61,000, were plotted
separately to examine the curves of lift coefficient versus AoA and drag coefficient meticulously.
The comparison of E387 airfoil data can be seen in Figure 3.6 and the comparison of S7012 are in
Figure 3.7. Dash lines with circles represent the UIUC wind tunnel test data, and solid lines are
the XFoil analyses results. Figure 3.6 showed comparable curves between wind tunnel test data
and XFoil analyses. The profiles of the curves matched almost exactly. For both airfoil cases, the
results compared very favorably. Later in Chapter 5, XFoil results of the selected airfoil of the wing
are verified with wind tunnel test data.
3.4 Final Profile of the Wing
The best choice of the airfoil based on the high altitude flight condition would be E387 or
S7012. However, due to the inflatable wing structure, the final profile of the wing was determined
by wing manufacturability. ILC Dover, Inc. examined the two airfoils, E398 and S7012, for manu-
facturability of the inflatable/rigidizable wing. Recall from previous section, thickness of S7012 is
0.0875 and E398’s is 0.1417. The chord length of the wing was set to 12 inches. Using this chord
length, S7012 would require 19 spars (internal baffling) to construct the airfoil shape, shown in
Figure 3.8(a), where E398 would need 16 spars (Figure 3.8(b)). In addition, S7012 would lose 20%
of the chord length at the trailing edge where E398 would only lose 13% of length. Although E387
has approximately 63% less performance efficiency than S7012, the concept of maintaining the ideal
airfoil shape by minimizing loss at the trailing edge was considered as the optimum design. As a
result, the wing manufacture decided to use E398, the thickest profile, for the inflatable/rigidizable
wing.
Even though there is a minimum loss at the trailing edge of the E398 profile, the wing will
have a bumpy profile and a blunt trailing edge (Figure 3.8(b)). The flow effects of this profile and
trailing edge were obtained by wind tunnel testing. The results of the testing are discussed in
Chapter 5.
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(a) Re 61,000
(b) Entire Range of Re
Figure 3.6: Comparison of E387 UIUC Wind tunnel Test Data and XFoil Results
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(a) Re 61,100
(b) Entire Range of Re
Figure 3.7: Comparison of S7012 UIUC Wind tunnel Test Data and XFoil Results
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(a) S7012
(b) E398
Figure 3.8: The profile of the inflatable/rigidizable wing
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Chapter 4
Stress Analysis
Once the final profile of the inflatable/rigidizable wing was chosen, the strength of the wing
structure became the next challenge in the wing design. The wing is constructed using fiberglass
fabric with a special UV-curable vinyl-ester epoxy resin. This composite wing is flexible prior to
exposure to the UV-light, and then becomes solid material after several minutes of curing process.
The time to cure depends on the temperature. One concern for this composite wing was strength.
Composite materials have been used in the wing of many aircraft; however, there have not been any
composite-material wings that transform their shape this extensively. Thus, determination of the
composite material type and the number of layers required in the wing became important factors
of this wing design.
This chapter discusses model construction, pressure loading, results from various analyses, and
final wing configurations. As discussed in Chapter 2, the inflatable/rigidizable wing is designed to
fly at the altitude of 30km. Under this flight condition, a stress analysis was conducted to obtain
the maximum stress expected for the wing. Theses results then are used to decide material type
and the number of layers. Adequate G-load (2.5G and 5G) analyses were also performed to insure
sufficient wing strength. In addition, the original model was modified to conduct optimization
analyses of the composite layering design.
4.1 Description of Model
4.1.1 Model
The finite element (FE) analysis of the inflatable/rigidizable wing was conducted using ANSYS
6.1. A FE mesh was constructed using the cross section geometry and composite material properties
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provided for the wing design. Since the material is a woven fabric composite, it is modeled as an
isotropic material. The ANSYS Linear Layered Structural Shell Element, SHELL99 (Figure 4.1
[20]), was used to model the wing. This linear shell element allows up to 250 layers. It has six
degrees of freedom at each node including the x, y, z-directions of translation and x, y and z-axes of
rotation. The SHELL91 element (Nonlinear Layered Structural Shell) was considered for modeling,
however, this element requires longer computational time for elements with three or more layers.
No experimental evidence indicated the necessity of using a nonlinear element.
The center of radius and each bump were obtained from the AutoCAD drawing of the design
(Figure 4.2(a)) provided by ILC Dover Inc. and then the geometry was replicated in ANSYS.
The chord length of the wing was 12 in. However, due to the blunt trailing edge, the meshed
tip-to-tail length was 11.04 in. Figure 4.2(b) is the cross-sectional view of the wing model. Baffle
walls separate sectioned chambers to hold the internal pressure, and they were modeled using the
same elements and number of layers as wing exterior. Once the airfoil shape was replicated, it was
extruded to 1.5 in. Then this section was multiplied by 24 to build a 36 in. half span wing, and each
section was meshed as one element. Each bump was divided to 3 sections during meshing process
to obtain the sufficient mesh size. Hence, meshed wing model was divided to 24 elements along the
span and 102 elements across the chord length due to 34 bumps on the airfoil profile (illustrated in
Figure 4.2(c)). With this mesh, the total number of element and the number of degree of freedom
became 4,536, and 72,054, respectively. After meshing process, one end of the wing was constrained
to zero displacement in order to model the wing as it is fixed to the fuselage. The other end of
the wing was modeled with the same composite material and has no displacement constraints.
Two types of fiberglass fabrics were considered: S-glass and E-glass. For both composites, the
fabric was combined with a special vinyl-ester epoxy resin. Comparison of the material properties
are summarized in the following Table 4.1. English units are used throughout this analysis. The
material properties of these fabrics are after rigidization. Thus, internal pressurization of the wing
was ignored.
4.1.2 Pressure Loading
XFoil [19] was used to determine the pressure distribution along the chord of the airfoil (Figure
4.3(a)). The pressure distribution of the airfoil is dependent on both Reynolds number (Re) and
angle of attack. The first analysis for wing stress was during steady, leveled flight condition at
high altitude. Thus, the analysis was conducted for an altitude 98,425 feet. Conditions at this
altitude are as follows: absolute pressure, 0.174 psi; density, 1.12 · 10−3lb/ft3; and viscosity, 3.081 ·
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Figure 4.1: SHELL99 Linear Layered Structural Shell
(a) CAD Drawing (b) ANSYS Model Interior
(c) ANSYS Model Entire Mesh
Figure 4.2: Inflatable Wing Model
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Table 4.1: S and E Glass Material Properties
10−7lb · s/ft2. Assuming the weight of the glider is less than 12 lbs, the glider’s cruising velocity
was assumed as 229.66 fps. Using these flight conditions, the Re of inflatable/rigidizable wing at
the altitude of 98,425 feet was determined as 24,000. Under these conditions and with zero angle
of attack, this airfoil produced negative lift. The coefficient of pressures, Cp, obtained from XFoil
and the above conditions were inserted to equation 4.1 to determine the pressure distribution on
the wing at this altitude.
Cp =
P − P∞
1/2ρV 2
=
P − P∞
q
(4.1)
XFoil analysis used 72 coordinate points to obtain the pressure coefficients, and the ANSYS model
was constructed with 110 coordinate points. As a result, interpolation of the pressure coefficients
was necessary. The interpolation process was done in Matlab using a one-dimensional piecewise
cubic Hermite interpolation command. Figure 4.3(b) shows the XFoil normalized pressure distri-
bution on top and the Matlab interpolated pressure distribution on bottom. Due to the lack of a
trailing edge on the ANSYS model, upper and lower pressure profiles did not converge at the trail-
ing end. These interpolated pressure values were then applied to the first set of elements alongside
the fuselage in ANSYS (Figures 4.4).
The aerodynamic loading of a rectangular wing varies along the span, and this loading can be
expressed as an elliptical function:
P (y) = Pmax
√
1− ( y
b/2
)2 (4.2)
where Pmax is the wing pressure at the fuselage that varies in the y-direction along the span, and b
is the wingspan, 72 in. for this analysis. Figure 4.5 illustrates a typical pressure distribution curve
of half wingspan in blue. Few choices exist when applying the pressure distribution in ANSYS;
applications on a line, area, node, or element are the only options. When pressure is applied to the
surface area of the wing, it can only be varied across the chord of the wing and uniformly along
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(a) XFoil (b) MatlabTM
Figure 4.3: Pressure Distribution of Re 24,000, α = 0◦
(a) XFoil (b) ANSYS
Figure 4.4: Pressure Vector
the span. Several attempts were made to vary the pressure on a line, node and element. Due to
complexity in constructing the function and selecting a specific node, a combination of linear curves
was used to vary the pressures instead of an elliptical curve. Modeling several elements across the
half span and applying the pressure on each element can imitate the effect of elliptical pressure
distribution. Figure 4.5 shows different cases of linear pressure distributions. From this figure it
is seen that with an increase in elements across the half span, better curve estimation is achieved.
For the final model, 24 elements (shown in green) across the half span were used, and pressure was
varied by 24 linear pressure distributions (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.5: The Wing Load of a Rectangular Wing
Figure 4.6: Three Dimensional ANSYS Pressure Distribution
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Table 4.2: S-Glass Fiber Stresses
4.2 Comparison
Initial ANSYS analyses included six different cases: one layer, two layers, and three layers for
both S-glass and E-glass composites.
4.2.1 S-Glass Fiber
For one layer of S-glass and level-flight loading, the maximum tensile stress was 161.45 psi,
the minimum compressive stress was −160.92 psi and the maximum absolute stress was 158.28 psi.
The location of these stresses was at tip of the wing near the leading edge (see Figure 4.7). One
major concern is wing stress at the root, thus the stresses at the root were observed separately.
The maximum absolute and tensile root stresses were at the upper face next to the fuselage; the
maximum compressive stress was on the bottom face next to the fuselage. The negative lift force
in this case results with tension on the upper surface and compression on the lower surface. As the
number of layers increased to two and three, the value of the maximum absolute stress decreased to
60.99 psi and 41.41 psi, respectively (Table 4.2). This tendency was also seen with the maximum
tensile and the maximum compressive stresses. The maximum stresses also changed location to the
upper face next to the fuselage and the maximum compressive stress moved to the lower face as
seen in Figure 4.8. The maximum displacement also decreased from 0.0129 in. to 0.00644 in. and
0.00429 in. respectively, as the number of layers increased from one to three.
4.2.2 E-Glass Fiber
The same analyses were conducted with the E-glass fiber and resin. Compared to S-glass
fiber, E-glass has a lower tensile strength. Higher overall stresses were expected with this material,
however, global stresses for one layer of material were slightly lower than that of S-glass wing
(Table 4.3). For instance, one layer tensile stress for E-glass was 151.94 psi compared to 161.45 psi
for S-glass. On the other hand, the root stresses came out higher than previous analyses as was
expected. One layer root tensile stress for E-glass was 129.141 psi, whereas that for S-glass was
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(a) Tensile (b) Tensile At Root
(c) Compressive (d) Compressive At Root
(e) Absolute (f) Absolute At Root
Figure 4.7: S-Glass Fiber Stress Contour (One Layer)
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(a) Tensile (b) Compressive
(c) Absolute (d) Absolute At Root
Figure 4.8: S-Glass Fiber Stress Contour (Three Layers)
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Table 4.3: E-Glass Fiber Stresses
123.514 psi. The trends shown in the S-glass analyses were also observed in the E-glass results.
All stresses decreased as the number of layers increased. Also, the maximum stress location moved
from the tip of the wing to the root upper surface and the maximum compressive stress moved to
the root lower surface. Figure 4.11 illustrates the displacement contours of the one and three layer
models.
4.2.3 Discussion
From ILC Dover Inc. documentation [16], the tensile strength of the S-glass fiber by itself is 665
ksi, where the E-glass fiber strength is 500 ksi. According to the information provided by ILC Dover
Inc., the tensile strength of E-glass fiber with resin is 60 ksi and the compressive strength is 50 ksi.
Comparing these numbers, the tensile and absolute stresses obtained from the analyses are much
smaller. For both S-glass and E-glass, a one-layer wing unexpectedly had the maximum stresses
at the tip of the wing. One possible explanation is that shear at the tip of the wing caused larger
stresses than those at the root. On the other hand, the two and three layer wings had maximum
stresses at the upper face due to negative lift force next to the fuselage. The trend in decreasing
stresses as the number of layers increases was seen for both S-glass and E-glass as expected.
4.3 Initial Design of BIG BLUE Wing
Due to extremely small stresses compared to allowable stresses and similar results with both
S-glass and E-glass, the availability and cost of the material dictated the selection of the composite
fabric. For the initial design of the BIG BLUE wing, E-glass fabric was chosen. The previous
analyses showed that the stresses which the wing will experience for level flight at the high altitude
conditions are relatively small compared to the allowable stresses. Without information on other
loading cases and with schedule constraints, the wing manufacturer, ILC Dover Inc., decided on a
two-layer E-glass construction.
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(a) Tensile (b) Tensile At Root
(c) Compressive (d) Compressive At Root
(e) Absolute (f) Absolute At Root
Figure 4.9: E-Glass Fiber Stress Contour (One Layer)
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(a) Tensile (b) Compressive
(c) Absolute (d) Absolute At Root
Figure 4.10: E-Glass Fiber Stress Contour (Two Layers)
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(a) One Layer (b) Three Layers
Figure 4.11: E-Glass Displacement Contour
4.3.1 G-load Analyses
Once the initial BIG BLUE wing design was chosen, additional stress analyses were conducted
under different flight loading conditions. Five different loading cases on the wing during mission
were considered: 1) launch, 2) wing inflation, 3) cut down, 4) pullout, and 5) landing of the
glider, as shown in Figure 4.12. All five cases were examined and ranked according to expected
loads. The maximum loading was expected to occur on the wing at the landing, with pullout
considered the second worst loading case. Loading from launching the glider was also considered
high, however, the folded and stowed wing was assumed to experience relatively low stress. As
a result, loading from landing and pullout were anticipated to produce large stress on the wing.
Initially, the inflatable/rigidizable wing was designed to fly only once as a prototype of Marscraft.
Thus, structural failure at landing was considered less important than the loading at pullout. After
the first high altitude flight test (presented in Chapter 6), the actual loads on the glider during
launch, wing inflation, cut down, and landing were obtained from measured accelerations. Results
from triaxial accelerometers on board agreed with the expected load rankings.
When the glider pulls out from its initial dive after release from the balloon, the wing is
expected to experience increased loading due to the dynamic pullout maneuver. The wing design
requirements were defined to survive a nominal pullout load of 2.5G, with an ultimate load of
5G. The initial BIG BLUE wing design model, two uniformly layered E-glass composites, was
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Figure 4.12: Loading Scenario During Mission
Table 4.4: E-Glass Fiber G-load Results
analyzed for both loading cases to insure adequate strength. To simulate this loading, the nominal
and ultimate loading values were multiplied by the previous pressure loading. Results from these
analyses are shown in Table 4.4. The tensile stress changed from 60.422 psi to 151.055 psi under
a 2.5G-load (Figure 4.13). Under an ultimate G-load of 5G, the stress increases to 302.11 psi
(Figure 4.14). From these results, one can observe the linearly proportional relationship between
the maximum stresses and the G-force.
4.3.2 Discussion
From the pullout loads analyses, one can examine the strength of the two layered E-glass fiber
wing and its safety factor. The definition of safety factor here is as defined by Juvinall and Marshek
[21]; it is a ratio of allowable and actual stresses. The actual stress is the result of maximum stress
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(a) Tensile (b) Compressive
(c) Absolute (d) Absolute At Root
Figure 4.13: Initial BIG BLUE Wing Under Nominal G-load, 2.5G
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(a) Tensile (b) Compressive (Bottom Face)
(c) Absolute (d) Absolute At Root
Figure 4.14: Initial BIG BLUE Wing Under Ultimate G-load, 5G
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obtained in the FE analysis.
The maximum stresses of the wing under pullout loads are much smaller than the allowable
stresses. For example, the allowable tensile stress of E-glass fiber with resin is 60 ksi where the
maximum tensile stress of ultimate loading is 302.11 psi. The safety factor for this case is 198.6, with
the safety factor of the compressive stress is 160.9. From these safety factors, adequate strength of
the two layered E-glass fiber wing under the flight conditions is verified. Upon examination of the
numerical analyses, the inflatable/rigidizable wings were manufactured by ILC Dover Inc. using
the two layer E-glass fiber.
4.4 Optimization Analysis
Three sets of initial BIG BLUE wing designs were constructed during the Spring of 2003, and
the deployment test of a wing was conducted on May 3, 2003, initiating at an altitude of 55,000 feet.
From previous analyses and several low altitude flight tests, the strength of this wing during flight
was proven. However, the impact force from landing after the low altitude flight caused damage
at the root of the wing. Although the wing was originally designed for a single flight to Mars, the
BIG BLUE I wings have been used for a multiple low altitude flight tests. BIG BLUE II wings
are also assumed to fly more than once to verify the flight performance of the inflatable/rigidizable
wing. As a result, the final design of the BIG BLUE wing need to have reinforcement at the
root to prevent the root failure. In addition, reducing the weight of the wing was also considered.
The 72-in. wingspan uniformly layered wing weighed 5.2 lbs, nearly one third of the total glider
weight. For the 2004 BIG BLUE flight, the main objectives were to reach 100,000 feet and fly at
low altitude. In order to break the 100,000 feet barrier, reduction in the total weight was necessary.
Additionally, a 96-in. wingspan model was constructed to compare the weight and strength with
the 72-in. in model.
4.4.1 Requirements
The requirements for the final wing design were to reduce the weight by varying the composite
layers across the wingspan and to increase the root strength of the wing. The initial wing was
constructed with two uniformly layered E-glass fibers with resin, and weighed 5.2lbs. The weight
distribution of the wing system was examined and is presented in Table 4.5. Since the wing was
manufactured outside of the University of Kentucky, the weight of composite wing itself was initially
estimated from the ANSYS model. A preliminary goal was to reduce the total wing weight to 4 lbs
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Table 4.5: Initial BIG BLUE Wing Weight Summary
while maintaining the large safety factors. The allowable tensile stress of E-glass with resin was 60
ksi and the compressive stress was 50 ksi.
4.4.2 Composite Layouts
First, 36-in. and 48-in. half span wings were divided into twelve sections to apply twelve
different numbers of composite layers. The tip of the wing and baffle walls shared the same number
of composite layers throughout the analyses. Figure 4.15(a) shows the composite layout of 36-in.
and 48-in. half span wings. Twenty-four different combinations of composite layers were chosen and
analyzed for each wing to optimize the strength and weight of the inflatable wing (Table 4.6). The
combinations were constructed with four, three, two and one layer of composite and the maximum
layer was used at the root to sustain the structure from landing impact force. Half of the cases,
cases 1 through 12, included four, three, two, and one layers. The other half, cases 13 through 24,
only used three, two, and one layers of composite.
4.4.3 72-in. Wingspan cases
As seen from the one layer composite cases, the maximum stresses occurred at the tip of the
wing. Again, this phenomenon could be due to the large shear and less composite at the tip of the
wing. Increasing the number of composite layers at the tip of the wing reinforced the structure
and relocated the maximum stresses. Tension, compression and absolute stress contour plots were
examined for all twenty four cases of half span 36-in. wing and they were nearly identical to each
other. Since the values of tensile and compressive stresses were similar, the tensile and absolute
stresses were inspected in this study. As a result of maximum stress at the tip of the wing, the root
tension and absolute stresses were obtained by displaying the elements at the root. In addition, the
deflections and total mass of composites were observed in each case. Table 4.7 shows the root and
global tensile and absolute stresses, deflections, and mass for all cases. The case 5 wing constructed
with combination of four, three, two and one layer of composite had a 117.1psi maximum tensile
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Table 4.6: 24 Different Combinations of Layers in the Wing Composite Layouts
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(a) 36-in. Half Span (b) 48-in. Half Span
Figure 4.15: Composite layout
stress and a 109.7 psi absolute stress at the tip of the wing. The root stress for this case was
44.7 psi (tension) and 52.1 psi (absolute) (Figure 4.16). On the other hand, the case 17 wing,
the composite combination of three, two and one layer, had a 118.3 psi tensile stress and a 110.8
psi absolute stress. The root stress was 53.3 psi and 58.6 psi, tensile and absolute, respectively.
There are no significant stress changes in any cases, however, the trend of decreasing stresses as the
number of layers increase is observed throughout. The maximum tensile (Figure 4.18) and absolute
(Figure 4.19) stresses of the entire wing and root were organized into a spreadsheet. All the values
were plotted verses the total mass of the wing. The deflection of the wing was also plotted versus
total wing mass (Figure 4.21). By doing this, the minimum mass with the minimum stresses and
deflection can be easily identified. For comparison to initial wing design, the maximum stresses,
deflection and total mass of two layer E-glass 36 in. half span wing were obtained and plotted in
the same figures.
4.4.4 96 in. Wingspan cases
The reason that wingspan 96-in. wings were also analyzed in optimization study was that they
would generate more lift and still have possibility to reduce weight from previous wing depending
on their composite combinations. The results from wingspan 96-in. cases are illustrated in Table
4.8. The global and local maximum stresses in the Table are approximately 20 to 30 psi higher (or
lower in compression) than the stresses from wingspan 72-in. cases and the location of the global
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(a) Tensile (b) Compressive
(c) Absolute (d) Absolute At Root
Figure 4.16: 72-in. Wingspan Case 5 Stress Contour
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(a) Tensile (b) Compressive
(c) Absolute (d) Absolute At Root
Figure 4.17: 72-in. Wingspan Case 17 Stress Contour
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Table 4.7: 72-in. Wingspan Results
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(a) Tensile
(b) Tensile at Root
Figure 4.18: 72-in. Wingspan Tensile Stresses versus Mass
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(a) Absolute
(b) Absolute at Root
Figure 4.19: 72-in. Wingspan Absolute Stresses versus Mass
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Figure 4.20: 72-in. Wingspan Deflection versus Mass
Figure 4.21: 72-in. Wingspan Mass
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Figure 4.22: 72- and 96-in. Wingspan versus Mass
stresses are correspond to the wingspan 72-in. cases. To be able to identify the pattern in the
maximum stresses and mass, the all 24 cases were plotted into a spreadsheet shown in Appendix.
Figure 4.22 demonstrates the wingspan 96-in. cases below previous wing mass line, and they are
case 17, 21 and 22. The only drawback of these cases is their comparatively higher maximum
stresses (Figure 4.23).
4.4.5 Discussion
Taking into account that the tensile and compressive strength of E-glass fiber with resin is 60ksi
and 50ksi, respectively, recommended designs were selected. Case 10, 23 and 24 were recommended
due to the relatively low mass and maximum stresses. Case 10 had relatively low maximum stresses
and moderate mass. Both cases 23 and 24 had low maximum root stresses and less mass, but
have relatively higher overall maximum stresses. Despite this, the highest maximum stress in this
analysis, 151psi, was much less than the allowable stresses of this composite material. In previous
G-load analyses concluded that the stresses are linearly proportional to the pressure load. Thus,
these cases have large safety factors even when considering a G-load analysis. For example, when
2.5G was applied to the wing, the maximum stresses of this wing was increased to 2.5 times from
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Table 4.8: 96-in. Wingspan Results
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(a) Tensile
(b) Tensile at Root
Figure 4.23: Wingspan 96-in. Tensile Stresses versus Mass
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Table 4.9: Half Span 36 in Recommended Designs
Table 4.10: Half Span 48 in Recommended Design
original. Given that it is possible to estimate the maximum tensile stresses of case 21 wing under
ultimate loading, 5G and it is approximately 755 psi. Hence, the safety factor becomes 79.5. For
48 in half span wings, case 22 were recommended shown in Table 4.10. The main objective of this
optimization study was to have less wing weight. By increasing the length of wingspan, increasing
the weight is unavoidable with a few exceptional cases such as case 17, 21 and 22. Out of these
cases, case 22 has a lower maximum stresses than the others.
4.5 Final Design of BIG BLUE Wing
The final design of BIG BLUE wing was chosen out of the four recommended designs. However,
the manufacturer felt it was necessary to have four layers at the root elements, as damage was
observed from landing impact forces during low altitude flight tests. Out of four recommended
designs, Cases 10 and 22 were only two cases that had four plies at the root of the wing. With the
weight reduction goal, the Case 10 wing was chosen for the final inflatable/rigidizable wing design
for 2004 BIG BLUE. Due to the maximum stresses occurred at the tip of the wing, reinforcement of
the baffle walls were considered. In addition, these new cases were examined under nominal G-load,
2.5G. The nominal G-load, 2.5G was then multiplied with 2 to account for the worst loading case.
The final design of the wing was then examined under nominal G-load with factor 2. In addition,
to enforce the leading tip of the wing analyses in varying baffle wall were conducted.
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Table 4.11: Enforcement in Leading Baffle Walls
Table 4.12: G-load Analysis of Model with Reinforcement
4.5.1 Additional Analyses
The leading tip baffle walls were modified to reduce the overall maximum stresses, which
occurred at the tip of the wing. In previous optimization study, all baffle walls had one ply of
composite; by increasing the number of composite to two plies at the leading edge should reduce
the maximum stresses at that location. Two different models were constructed, one had two plies
on first three baffle walls from leading edge and another had two plies on first five walls from
leading edge. Table 4.11 summarizes the results of these cases. From no composite addition case
to addition in three walls, the maximum root and global stress changed from 47.654 psi and 105.84
psi to 43.757 psi and 80.23 psi, respectively. There were no significant change in root stresses;
however, the overall maximum stress decreased approximately 25 psi. Similar changes in stresses
were observed by increasing reinforced walls to five. By increasing the enforcement, the location of
the stresses from the upper interface to the lower interface at the leading tip of the wing.
As seen from the previous G-load analyses, the maximum stresses increased five times by
applying the nominal G-load, 2.5 with factor 2. With this G-load effect, there are considerable dif-
ferences in overall maximum stresses by adding the composite layers at the leading baffle walls. For
instance, the overall tensile stress of no enforcement was 564.65 psi where stress of the enforcement
in five walls was 392.125 psi (Table 4.12). The safety factors of the enforcement in three and five
walls in tension were, 148.15 and 153.01, respectively.
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4.5.2 Discussion
The stresses change by enforcing the leading baffle walls were surprisingly small, however,
under G-load effect, they became noticeable. Even though the overall maximum stresses were
much less than allowable tensile stress, 60 ksi, anticipating the worst loading case, the final wing
was made with enforcement in three walls.
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Chapter 5
Wind Tunnel Testings
This chapter introduces the experimental arrangements for the wind tunnel tests and presents
results of three different types of tests. As discussed in Chapter 3, the BIG BLUE wing has an
unconventional profile due to the inflatable/rigidizable wing structure. The flow behavior and
aerodynamic performance of this novel wing design are of particular interest. Laminar separation
theory as discussed in Chapter 2 states that rough airfoils tend to perform better at low Reynolds
numbers (Re). This roughness is generally in the form of roughened surfaces, but also include
boundary layer trips, sand-strips, air-jets, or mechanical vibration of the wing. Thus, the effect
of bumps on the inflatable/rigidizable wing is examined. The aerodynamic performance of the
inflatable/rigidizable wing was obtained via wind tunnel testing. Flow visualization images were
acquired with a smoke wire flow visualization technique. The aerodynamic performances such as
lift, drag, and moment forces were determined using a lift balance and a seven hole pressure probe.
Tests were conducted over the Re range of 50,000 to 200,000 for various angles of attack (AoA).
5.1 Experiment Arrangements
5.1.1 Test Facility
The wind tunnel experiments were conducted using the low-turbulence wind tunnel at the
University of Kentucky. This open-circuit wind tunnel (Figure 5.1(a)) is driven by an axial fan
with a 40 hp motor located at the tunnel exit. The upstream section of the tunnel has an inlet with
an aluminum honeycomb and high porosity screens to eliminate dust and reduce the free-stream
turbulence level to be less than 0.25%. During operation, air goes into the inlet, through the screens
and accelerates in the nozzle. Air flow then reaches the test section, consisting of a 24 in. by 24 in.
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(a) Upstream of The Tunnel (b) Test Section
Figure 5.1: UK Low-Turbulence Wind Tunnel
cross section with a length of 48 in. as shown in Figure 5.1(b). The diffuser behind the test section
slows down the flow as it approaches the axial fan and the acoustic diffuser before exiting. The
speed range of this tunnel is approximately 10 fps (3.0 m/s) to 180 fps (60 m/s). Velocity variation
is less than +/ − 1% from the free stream velocity. Near the tunnel test section, there is motor
controller that changes motor frequency to vary the speed of the tunnel.
To simulate the flight conditions in the wind tunnel, Re was used. As discussed previously,
the Re is non-dimensional parameter that is related to speed, flight condition, and geometry of the
airfoil.
Re =
ρV c
µ
(5.1)
The Re range of interest varies for each experiment. Using the atmospheric conditions of the
laboratory environment and geometry of the prototypes, the required speed of the tunnel can be
determined.
V =
Reµ
ρc
(5.2)
At room temperature, 20◦C, density (ρ) is 1.2kg/m3 and viscosity (µ) is 1.80e−5N ∗ s/m2. The
chord length (c) depends on the size of the models, which is discussed in the next section.
5.1.2 Prototype Test Sections
Wing models of the ideal E398 and the inflatable bumpy profile were modeled using a 3D CAD
program (Figure 5.2). The inflatable wing profile was replicated by drawing seventeen circles; the
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(a) Ideal E398 (b) Inflatable wing
Figure 5.2: 3D CAD Drawing
radii of these circles were obtained from blueprints provided by ILC Dover, Inc. The University of
Kentucky stereo-lithography lab used these drawing to create the prototype of the inflatable bumpy
shape and the ideal E398 wings. The chord length of these wings is 12 in. (0.2804 m), which is the
full scale of the design prototype (Figure 5.3). Both wings had a span of 24 in., the width of the
test section. Both wings were painted with flat black paint to prevent reflection during the flow
visualization experiments.
5.1.3 Smoke-Wire Flow Visualization Arrangement
Smoke-wire flow visualization tests were conducted on two prototype wings as described in
Batill and Mueller [23]. A stainless steel and tungsten wire (diameter of 0.006 in.) was doped
with a model train smoke mixture that contains mineral oil, oil of anise and blue dye. The wire
was stretched and mounted on a stand placed in front of the wing. Surface tension causes the oil
to pool into small beads along the wire. A power supply was connected to this wire inducing a
current. Due to Joule heating, the oil evaporates, making smoke trails around the wing. A Sony
XC-55BB camera was placed next to the test section, and a Matrox Pulsar frame grabber package
was used to capture images. The limitation in this test is that clear streams over the wing can only
be observed at low Re. Once Re reaches a certain value, the smoke will disperse; results are limited
to Rewire < 90. Therefore, this test was only performed in the Re range of 25,000 to 100,000, with
AoA of 0◦, 8◦, and 15◦. Table 5.2 shows the range of Re, tunnel speed, and the fan frequency at
which tests were conducted. The schematic of the set up is illustrated in Figure 5.4.
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(a) Ideal E398 (b) Inflatable wing
Figure 5.3: Prototype test sections
Table 5.1: Smoke-Wire Flow Visualization Testing Parameters
Figure 5.4: Smoke-Wire Flow Visualization Setup
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(a) Test Section (b) Balance and low-pass filter
Figure 5.5: Lift Balance Setup
5.1.4 Lift-Drag Measurement Arrangement
Lift and drag measurements were taken using a strain-gage equipped lift-drag balance. Three
strain gages, measuring lift, drag, and pitching moment, respectively, provided direct measurement
(shown in Figure 5.5(b)). A low-pass filter was added to the system to eliminate noise in the signal.
These signals were recorded using the PC-based data acquisition system software, Waveview, with a
Wavebook DAQ. Prior to the testing, force calibrations were conducted to obtain the relationship of
the force (Newton) and the signal (voltage). The calibration for horizontal, vertical, and rotational
forces, was done using a handheld force gage. The applied forces were measured with the force gage
and the strain gage signal was measured in Waveview. From this calibration, the linear relationship
between force and signal was obtained for each force.
The wing was mounted on the two struts connected to a DC motor. The motor was in turn
connected to a power supply and multimeter, although it was not used in the current experiments
to adjust angles. After the initial measurements of AoA using a protractor, the multimeter mea-
surements were used to maintain consistent AoA throughout this experiment. The range of AoA
was from −10◦ to 18◦ with increments of 2◦. Due to balance limitations, AoA > 18◦ were not
examined. For this testing, the Re range of explored was from 50,000 to 200,000.
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5.1.5 Wake Traverse Arrangement
In addition to the balance testing, wake traverse (wake survey) testing was conducted to
acquire lift and drag measurements of the wing. This testing is suitable for the low Re testing as
compared to the lift balance measurements. Generally, drag values from the low Re testing are
extremely small, and hence the sensitivity requirement for strain gages must be extremely high.
The wake traverse method uses a seven hole pressure probe to measure the pressure at the wake.
By measuring the pressure, the velocity behind the wing can be obtained. Taking the difference of
upstream and downstream velocity of the u and w components, drag and lift can be determined.
Applying the momentum integral theorem, the drag can be obtained by following equation [25]:
D =
∫ ∫
pt∞ − ptdS + ρ2
∫ ∫
V 2 +W 2dS +
ρ
2
∫ ∫
(U∞2 − U2)dS (5.3)
where pt is the total pressure, ρ is density, and V , W are the cross flow velocity components. Since
the drag measurements we are interested in is two-dimensional, the second term is ignored. The
first term is the total pressure deficit which is used for profile drag. By ignoring the first term, the
equation of the drag becomes:
D =
ρL
2
∫
(U∞2 − U2)dx (5.4)
The momentum integral theorem was applied to obtain the equation for lift:
L = ρ
∫ ∫
(W∞2 −W 2)V dS = ρL
∫
(W∞2 −W 2)dx (5.5)
where L is the width of the tested section. U∞ and W∞ are the free stream velocity which can be
theoretically determine by the speed of the wind tunnel.
The system includes a seven-hole probe, an ESP multi-channel pressure scanner, traversing
scales with stepping motors, motor controllers, and software called Aeroaquire (Figure 5.6(a)).
Pressure measurements obtained by the probe go through the ESP pressure scanner connected to
the data acquisition board in the computer. This board is also connected to the motor controller to
control the speed and distance of the pressure probe. The pressure probe traverses across the width
of the tunnel test section (x-direction) as presented in Figure 5.6(b), and takes measurements at
each point, in this case, spaced at 1 mm intervals. These measurements are then processed in the
Aeroaquire software, and three velocity components (u, v, and w) become available.
With the wake traverse method, the BIG BLUE I inflatable/rigidizable wing (ground-cured)
was tested. To mount a 36-in half span wing in a 24 in wide test section, a vertical wing position
was used as shown in Figure 5.6(c). The top of the test section was specially designed to mount
the wing in the vertical position. The wing was mounted to the lid of the top section, and by
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Table 5.2: Wake Survey Testing Parameters
rotating this lid changes the AoA during the experiment (Figure 5.6(d)). For this testing, Re
values of 200,000 and 250,000 were examined. Table ?? presents Re, the speed of tunnel, and the
fan frequency at which the tests were conducted. An AoA range of -6◦ to 20◦ with increment of 2◦
were used in this testing.
5.2 Results
5.2.1 Smoke-Wire Flow Visualization
Figure 5.7 is the result at Re = 50, 000 with AoA of 0◦. This figure shows the separation
region for both the ideal and inflatable wing shapes clearly. At this Re, the separation region of
the inflatable wing shape is significantly smaller than that for the ideal wing. The separation of
the ideal wing starts from leading third of the chord length, and keeps increasing its size to the
wing trailing edge. The inflatable wing shape also observes the separation which occurs behind
the mid-chord of the wing, and has a much smaller separation region than that for the ideal case.
Similar results can also be seen in various AoA at Re = 50, 000. Figure 5.8 is the result with the
same Re, but AoA of 12◦. Although the size difference in the separation region is much smaller
than that for the AoA of 0◦, it is clear that the inflatable wing has a smaller separation region.
At higher AoA, the separation region decreases due to the large AoA causing the boundary to trip
on the leading edge of the wing. Hence, the separation region difference is higher and AoA are
inconspicuous. For Re = 25, 000, the separation region difference is clear in the small AoA. (See
Figure 5.9). As Re is increased to 100,000, it became difficult to capture the smoke trail over the
wing. Figure 5.10 presents the results from Re = 100, 000 with AoA of 0◦, and the smoke flow of
these images are not readily apparent compared to the Re = 25, 000 and 50,000 cases. Also, note
that the flow streamlines above the trailing edge are not distinct in Figures 5.8(b) and 5.9(a) due
to the transition region that disrupts the stream lines.
In Chapter 2, the effect of surface roughness at low Re was discussed. At low Re, below
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(a) PC and Motor controllers (b) Wing and probe
(c) Wing Mount (d) AoA Point
Figure 5.6: Wake Traverse Set up
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(a) E398 ideal wing (b) Inflatable wing shape
Figure 5.7: Re = 50, 000; α = 0◦
Re = 500, 000, the aerodynamic efficiency of smooth airfoils drop dramatically due to laminar
separation. However, the performance of the rough airfoils remains steady still below Re = 500, 000.
At this low Re, the flow is still laminar. That causes the laminar separation discussed in Chapter
2. To eliminate this laminar separation, turbulent flow needs to be produced before an adverse
pressure gradients develops. Generally this process was done by the device called a turbulator,
such as a sand paper strip. Before this smoke-wire flow visualization, the effect of the inflatable
wing surface (bumpy surface) on the flow was unknown. Consequently, skinning of the wing was
considered prior to testing. However, the inflatable wing shape performs much better than the
ideal wing according to the size difference in the separation. Better separation results are seen for
the bumpy inflatable profile due to the indentations from the baffles. These results are understood
as similar to the effect of surface roughness as discussed in Chapter 2.
5.2.2 Lift-Drag Measurement
It was originally desired to take lift and drag measurements of the ideal E398 and the inflatable
wing shapes in the Re range of 50,000 to 200,000 using the lift-drag balance. Several attempts were
made; however, most of the data did not appear accurate due to the delicate drag measurements
at low Re conditions. The presented results are from the lift-drag balance measurements of the
inflatable wing shape at Re = 156, 000. According to the results of these measurements, Clmax
was 1.33 and L/Dmax was 23. Figure 5.11(a) shows the coefficients of lift, drag, and moment
curves versus AoA. The slope of the lift curve, ao is 0.03. Figure 5.11(b) shows the drag polar
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(a) E398 ideal wing (b) Inflatable wing shape
Figure 5.8: Re = 50, 000; α = 12◦
(a) E398 ideal wing (b) Inflatable wing shape
Figure 5.9: Re = 25, 000; α = 0◦
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(a) E398 ideal wing (b) Inflatable wing shape
Figure 5.10: Re = 100, 000; α = 0◦
(Cl versus Cd); Figure 5.11(c) shows the lift over drag versus AoA. Results of lift and moment are
as expected, although the stall angle was not obtained exactly due to the limits on AoA of the
instrument. Figure 5.12 shows pre-stall evidence of vortex shedding from the lift measurements at
AoA 18◦, while AoA 16◦ is steady. Due to the low Re, the drag curve appeared to be inaccurate
compared to generic drag curves which have flat parabolic shapes [24]. The measurement acquired
from the balance was a flat line, caused likely by the low Re condition. Thus, a wake traverse test
was conducted to obtain more accurate lift and drag measurements.
The wake traverse tests were conducted using the BIG BLUE I inflatable/rigidizable wing
(ground-cured). Relatively larger Re was chosen for this testing to account for delicate drag mea-
surements. At first, Re = 250, 000 measurements were taken and then Re = 200, 000 data was
acquired. Using a Matlab script, the measured velocity components (u, v, w) were processed to
obtain lift and drag at each AoA. From these, the coefficients of lift and drag were calculated. The
coefficient of lift values at Re = 250, 000 was modified using Chauvenet’s criterion to obtain the
smooth linear curve. Figure 5.13(a) presents the calculated lift and drag coefficients with respect
to AoA. The slope of the lift curve at Re = 250, 000 is 0.013 and at Re = 200, 000 is 0.015. Stall
angles of both Re could not be obtained from the lift curve. However, the drag curves from this
testing are more favorable than that from previous measurements (Figure 5.11(a)). Drag polar of
Re = 250, 000 and 200,000 are presented in Figure 5.11(b). From L/D versus AoA plots, the maxi-
mum lift over drag can be determined. L/Dmax of Re = 250, 000 and Re 200,000 were 5.75 and 5.3,
respectively. Although the stall angles were not observed, Clmax of Re = 250, 000 and 200,000 is
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0.67 and 0.62, respectively. Compared to previous measurement of Clmax =1.33 at Re = 156, 000,
the Clmax values from this testing are approximately half. As a result of accurate drag measure-
ments and relatively smaller lift data, the value of L/Dmax of this testing are significantly smaller
than a previous L/Dmax measurement of 23. Comparison of lift and drag measurements of the
ideal wing and inflatable wing are of significant interest and these experiments should be revisited
in the future.
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(a) Cl, Cd, Cm versus α (b) Cl versus Cd
(c) L/D versus α
Figure 5.11: Inflatable Shape Wing Re = 156, 000
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Figure 5.12: Lift versus time; Re = 156, 000
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(a) Cl, Cd versus α (b) Cl versus Cd
(c) L/D versus α
Figure 5.13: BIG BLUE I Inflatable/Rigidizable Wing
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Chapter 6
Flight Tests
Although the wind tunnel testing demonstrated the favorable results of inflatable/rigidizable
wing, real flight tests were needed to verify the feasibility of this unconventional wing. The main
interests were the high altitude wing deployment and curing, and the flight performance of the
rigidized wing.
6.1 Initial BIG BLUE Wings
Three sets of the initial design of wings, BIG BLUE I wings, were constructed in Spring 2003.
One of the BIG BLUE I wing is presented in Figure 6.1. The wing consists of two layers of E-
glass fiber covered in a UV curable vinyl-ester epoxy resin and Mylar plastic outer layer. The
bladder inside of the composite layers holds air during inflation (Figure 6.1(c)). The baffle walls
shown in Figure 6.1(b) are also constructed with two uniformly layered E-glass fiber. An aluminum
clamping ring at the root of the wing, Figure 6.1(d), connects to the plenum and seals air inside of
the bladder. The required pressure for this wing is approximately 7 psi to 10 psi.
The first wing was cured at ILC Dover Inc. with ideal pressurization at sea-level UV-lights,
and was shipped to the University of Kentucky for the wind tunnel and low altitude flight testing.
A second wing was used to simulate the high altitude wing deployment testing in the vacuum
chamber, and the third wing was stowed inside of the BIG BLUE I glider for high altitude flight
test. The final design of inflatable/rigidizable wing was manufactured in Spring 2004. This time
two sets of wing were constructed. Again, one wing was used for wing deployment test in the UK
laboratory, with the second set being stowed inside the BIG BLUE II composite fuselages for high
altitude deployment test and low altitude flight tests. The details of tests are discussed below.
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(a) Wing with Plenum (b) Composite Baffle Walls
(c) Bladder (d) Aluminum Clamping Ring
Figure 6.1: Initial BIG BLUE Inflatable/Rigidizable Wing
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Table 6.1: BIG BLUE Wing Weight Summary
6.2 Final BIG BLUE Wings
During Spring 2004, the inflatable/rigidizable wing design was re-optimized for the BIG BLUE
II high altitude flight testing of May 2004. Re-design of the wing was considered due to the fracture
at the root after several low altitude flight testing. An increase in the number of layers at the root
of the wing was suggested to solve this root failure. With weight reduction in mind, finite element
(FE) analysis was conducted to optimize the wing design (detail of the analysis is discussed in
Chapter 4). From the FE results and discussion with ILC Dover, Inc., the optimal design for BIG
BLUE II wing was chosen. Case 10, which has four layers at the root, was concluded as the optimal
design for strength and weight. To reduce the maximum tip stress observed in FE analysis, the
composite layers of the leading baffle walls were reinforced as well.
Once the final design of the BIG BLUE wing were decided, manufacturing of the wing began
at ILC Dover Inc. With new and improved UV-curable resin, two sets of the BIG BLUE II wing
were constructed. Figure 6.16 is pictures of a first set of the BIG BLUE II wing. Two half-span
wings arrived to UK in the early April. The wing consist of a bladder, fiberglass flange, spars,
restraint (baffle walls), UV resin, aluminum clamping ring, and plenum. The root of this wing
used four layers of composite (Figure 6.2(a)). The weight of the half-span wing were measured to
be 2.308 lbs. The prediction of the BIG BLUE II wing from FE model was 4.847 lbs including
plenum; however, the actual wing weighted 5.311 lbs with plenum (Table 6.1). The BIG BLUE II
wing weighted approximately 0.1 lbs heavier than previous year’s wing. After weight was mesure,
half-span wings were connected to the plenum shown in Figure 6.2(b). The wing was inflated using
compressed air through the inlet of the plenum. The folding pattern of the wing for wing door and
inflation testing is shown in Figure 6.2(c). The second set of the BIG BLUE II wing arrived shortly
after a first set, and was reserved for high altitude wing deployment test in May.
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(a) At Root (b) Uninflated Wing
(c) Folded Wing (d) Inflataed Wing
Figure 6.2: Final BIG BLUE Inflatable/Rigidizable Wing
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6.3 High Altitude Flight Tests
The original plan of BIG BLUE was to conduct a high altitude flight test using an inflat-
able/rigidizable wing glider. The plan included the ascent of the BIG BLUE glider, with the
inflatable/rigidizable wing stowed inside, to 90,000 feet via a weather balloon. During ascent, the
deployment and curing of the wing was scheduled to avoid influence of air turbulence after releasing
from the balloon. Once the wing was deployed and cured, the glider was then originally designed
to be released from the balloon, and glide back to earth by autonomous flight control of the tail.
However, due to the FAA regulations, the glider was not allowed to fly at the high altitude. Instead,
high altitude wing deployment test was conducted on May 3, 2003 and May 1, 2004.
6.3.1 May 3, 2003
On the third of May 2003, the University of Kentucky BIG BLUE team conducted the first
flight test at high altitude. With the help of EOSS, (Edge Of Space Science), the BIG BLUE glider
was launched via weather balloon from Fort Collins, Colorado (shown in Figure 6.3). During ascent,
the inflatable/rigidizable wing was stowed inside the fuselage. The wing door was build with balsa
wood and Styrofoam to insolate the wing from cold temperature and UV-lights. During the flight,
wing temperature was approximately 10◦C and external temperature was approximately -20◦C as
shown in Figure 6.8. Forty-three minutes after the launch, the wing was inflated at an altitude of
55,000 feet (Figure 6.4). This altitude was pre-determined in the laboratory by the cure time of
the composite wing. As illustrated in Figure 6.4, a delay in deployment was seen in one end of the
wing. Figure 6.5 presents pictures of the wing at various altitudes. Approximately an hour and
fifteen minute after launch, the glider was released from the balloon at an altitude of 89,603 feet
(27,311 m) and touched-down forty-five minutes later. Figure 6.7 shows the altitude plot for the
entire time of flight. After the successful flight test, EOSS and UK team members recovered the
BIG BLUE glider. Figure 6.10 shows the inflatable/rigidizable wing after the high altitude flight
test.
After the successful high altitude wing deployment test, BIG BLUE members, Justin Kearns
and David Jackson, conducted the post-flight analysis of the wing. Compared to the wing cured
in the laboratory, the flight-tested wing did not have ideal wing profile as seen in Figure 6.10. By
observing internal and external pressure sensor data (Figure 6.9), they discovered that a pressure
drop occurred in the wing. From this data and the shape of the wing, it was concluded that a leak
was present in the wing. To determine the location of the leak, the flight-tested wing and bladder
were submerged in a water tank (Figure 6.10(a)). From this leak test, the location of the hole
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(a) BIG BLUE I Glider (b) Launch
Figure 6.3: BIG BLUE I Glider High Altitude Flight Test
was detected at the tip of the bladder. To prevent having ill-formed wings due to lack of required
pressure, the use of make-up gas was suggested.
From the three accelerometers (in x, y, and z-directions) placed inside of BIG BLUE glider,
loads on the glider were estimated. Figure 6.11 shows the acceleration plots of the three accelerom-
eters. Using pre-launch average acceleration, the accelerations of the entire flight were determined.
The largest acceleration observed at launch, which had 1.2 G acceleration presented in Table 6.2.
The landing obtained the second largest acceleration of 0.2 to 0.9 G in x-direction, 0.875 G in y and
z-directions. The accelerations at wing inflation were 0.1 G in y, and 0.3 G in z-direction. Release
from the balloon also experienced accelerations in x, 0.2 G; in y, 0.075 G; and in z-direction, 0.15
G. The areas affected by these accelerations were expected to be different at each event. Since tail
of the glider was tethered to the balloon (Figure 6.12), it was expected to have been most effected
by the acceleration at launch and cut down. During event of the wing inflation, the body of the
glider, especially at a connection to the wing plenum, was considered the area most effected by the
acceleration. The data from the high altitude flight test corresponds with previous load predictions
of Chapter 4.
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(a) Stowed wing at launch (b) Stowed wing prior to de-
ployment; 55,000 feet
(c) Wing deployment; port
wing deploying
(d) Wing deployment; star-
board wing deploying
(e) Inflated wings during ascent
just prior to release; 89,000 feet
(f) Vehicle descent
Figure 6.4: Wing Deployment Sequence
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(a) 58,000 ft (b) 63,000 ft (c) 86,000 ft (d) 89,000 ft
Figure 6.5: BIG BLUE Inflatable/Rigidizable Wing
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(a) Right Wing (b) Left Wing
Figure 6.6: Inflatable/Rigidizable Wing After Flight Test
Figure 6.7: Altitude plot
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Figure 6.8: BIG BLUE I Wing Temperature Data
Table 6.2: BIG BLUE I Estimated Loads
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Figure 6.9: BIG BLUE I Wing Pressure Data
(a) Wing in Water Tank (b) Leak in Bladder
Figure 6.10: BIG BLUE I Wing Pressure Leak Tests
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Figure 6.11: BIG BLUE I Acceleration Data
6.3.2 May 1, 2004
After the wing was re-optimized, the second high altitude wing deployment test was conducted
on May 1, 2004 under BIG BLUE II project. The original objective of BIG BLUE II was to ascend
the re-designed inflatable/rigidizable wing glider to 100,000 feet via a weather balloon and deploy
the wing. Upon rigidization of the wing, the glider was planned to be released from the balloon and
glide down with tail control as illustrated in Figure 6.13. In order to break the barrier of 100,000
feet, the total weight of the glider was required to be less than 12 lb. During entire project, the
weight budget of the glider was closely investigated to meet this objective. New systems, such as
parachute, was added to increase the safety measure. By doing so, acquisition of FAA permission to
glide the BIG BLUE II glider from high altitude was attempted. After a substantial amount of low
altitude flight testing, a conditional permission of releasing the glider from the balloon and gliding
down at the low altitude was obtained. One condition of the FAA permission was the release of the
glider from the EOSS parachute was only allowed when the ground crews could locate the glider
in the sky. As a result, the BIG BLUE II plan was modified.
By the end of Spring 2004, over sixty Mechanical, Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
Undergraduate and Graduate students were involved in the BIG BLUE II project. Student were
divided into nineteen different sub-systems: Airframe, ATV, Communication, Flight Control, Flight
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Figure 6.12: BIG BLUE I Configuration
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Test, Inflation, Integration, Interconnect, Mission Control, Museum, Navigation, Parachute, Power,
Sensors, Simulator, Tail, Telemetry, Wing Cure, and Wing Design. After a semester of researching
and testing by each system, the BIG BLUE II glider had evolved from the previous year with
improvements including a fuselage constructed of two layers of composites sandwiching styrofoam
insulation, a re-optimized inflatable/rigidizable wing, and light-weight u-tail, etc.
On May 1, 2004, the BIG BLUE II glider was flight tested at Deer Trail, Colorado. Simulations
of each subsystem were conducted until 6:00 am on the launch date. Wind direction predictions
forced the launch site of the BIG BLUE II to be two hours away from the previous year’s. Each
components were checked approximately two hours before launch. The actual launch of the glider
occurred at 11:00 am. Figure 6.14 is the BIG BLUE II glider before the launch. The BIG BLUE
II wing was rolled and stowed inside of the Styrofoam wing doors (Figure 6.15(a)). To reduce the
total weight of the glider, the wing inflation system was designed as a separate package from the
glider as shown in Figure 6.15(b). Two pressure regulators were used in the inflation system to
account for the make-up gas in the wing. At the altitude of 61,000 feet, the BIG BLUE II wing
were inflated with approximately 10 psi. The deployment of the wing occurred much faster than
the previous year’s, with both ends of the wing inflating simultaneously. Figure 6.16 shows the
post-flight BIG BLUE II wing. Seventy-two seconds after the wing deployment, the weather balloon
burst prematurely. Although the wing did not have an ideal curing environment, it rigidized to
a nearly perfect wing profile. The variation in composite layers along wingspan and additional
composite in the leading baffle walls did not cause any problem in wing inflation.
Post-flight analysis of the data obtained from this flight will be conducted this summer by BIG
BLUE II members. The BIG BLUE II wing will be flight-tested on a low altitude flight vehicle. A
hot-air balloon launch is currently scheduled for this summer to verify the performance of the BIG
BLUE II inflatable/rigidizable wing.
6.4 Low Altitude Flight Tests
Low altitude flight tests were conducted in Fall 2003. The objective of these flight tests was to
verify the performance of the rigidizable wings. Two sets of the ground-cured wing were used for
these flight tests. However, before the rigidized wings were tested, Styrofoam wings, constructed
to mimic the inflatable wing bumpy profile, were tested. These wings have identical geometry as
the inflatable/rigidizable wings, and were weighted with aluminum bars to match the final weight
of the rigidized wings (displayed in Figure 6.17(b)). As discussed in Chapter 4, the weight of the
initial design of rigidized wings was 5.2lbs, including the bladder and aluminum plenum.
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Figure 6.13: BIG BLUE II General Plan
(a) Side View (b) Tail
Figure 6.14: BIG BLUE II Glider, Demos
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(a) Wing Doors (b) Inflation System
Figure 6.15: BIG BLUE II Wing System
(a) Right Wing (b) Left Wing
Figure 6.16: BIG BLUE II Inflatable/Rigidizable Wing
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Several configurations of the vehicle were used during low altitude flight tests. Mainly PVC
fuselages with aluminum u-channel tail connection were flown in the flight tests. Different tails
designs were also tested, ranging from cruciform tails, to T- and V-tails. Figure 6.17(a) shows
the general configuration of the glider used to test the rigidized wings . In order to verify the
performance of the wings, Micropilot MP-110 and ATV camera recorded the test data.
On September 26, 2003, the first inflatable/rigidizable wing was tested on a radio-controlled
vehicle. The plenum of the wing was mounted to the PVC fuselage, and the wing was constrained
by wrapping rubber bands around the root of the wing (Figure 6.20). The cruciform tail was used
for this flight testing. The vehicle was hand launched and took several short flights (Figure 6.18).
With each landing, the wing became more flexible. After a visual inspection, a failure at the root of
the wing was discovered. At the root of the wing, stress marks, seen in Figure 6.20(b), were found
in the composite. The cause of these stress marks were assumed to be the landing impact force.
Aluminum channels were added to the bottom of the wing to support and increase the strength of
the wing at the root.
After this first flight test, total of 15 flights were done using BIG BLUE I inflatable/rigidizable
wing during Fall 2003. The purpose of most flight-tests were to obtain the on-board video clips of
inflatable/rigidizable wing during flights. Acquiring the clear video clips was difficult due to the
complication and range of ATV system. All flights with inflatable/rigidizable wing were successful
(Figure 6.21), however, the flex at the root of the wing grew into a complete fracture. Although
the wing was reinforced with aluminum channels , the root of the wing was still experiencing large
force during landings. As a result, the wing was torn at the root of the wing as shown in Figure
6.22. ILC Dover, Inc. repaired the wing by applying multiple layers of E-glass fibers. From this low
altitude test failure, re-design of the wing was considered for the BIG BLUE II project (discussed
in Chapter 4).
In March 2004, several BIG BLUE II members travelled to Kitty Hawk, North Carolina, to test
the glider and systems. Six flights were conducted on March 18th including, composite fuselage,
on-board still camera, and inflatable/rigidizable wing. Figure 6.23 is a picture taken by the on-
board still camera mounted on cruciform tail looking down the sand dunes of Kitty Hawk. Most
of the flight testing went successfully; however, due to the poor connection, BIG BLUE I wing was
detached from the plenum and was mildly damaged. Repair of the wing is in progress to conduct
more low altitude flight testing during summer.
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(a) Styrofoam Wing Aircraft (b) Weighted Styrofoam Wing
Figure 6.17: Styrofoam Wings
Figure 6.18: The First Low Altitude Flight Test of the BIG BLUE I Wing
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(a) Inflatable/Rigidizable Wing Glider (b) Wing Connected to the Fuselage
Figure 6.19: BIG BLUE I Low Altitude Glider
(a) Flexibility in the Wing (b) Stress Marks at the Root
Figure 6.20: Possible Failure at the Root of the Wing
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Figure 6.21: BIG BLUE I Wing in Flight
Figure 6.22: Failure at the Root of the Wing
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Figure 6.23: BIG BLUE I Wing at Kitty Hawk
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Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
The purpose of the research was to design an inflatable/rigidizable wing that can perform
at high altitude conditions and to verify its performance through wind tunnel and flight tests.
The design of the wing was based on aerodynamic performance, manufacturability, and composite
strength of the wing. The flight performance of the wings was proven by wind tunnel and low/high
altitude flight-testing. The following sections summarize the results from each analysis and testing
conducted to develop the inflatable/rigidizable wing.
7.1 Summary of the Airfoil Selection
Initially, five low Re airfoils: DAE11, DAE31, E387, E398 and S7012, were selected from
the UIUC airfoil database. Aerodynamic performances, such as coefficients of lift and drag, were
determined for all five airfoils using XFoil. The XFoil analyses were conducted in a low Re regime,
from Re = 60, 000 to 500,000, with various angles of attack. Verification of the XFoil results
were done with the UIUC wind tunnel test data for the E387 and S7012, and they compared
favorably. Using the data obtained from XFoil, the airfoils were ranked for each Re condition.
The ranking of airfoils changed dramatically as Re varied from 60,000 to 500,000. Considering the
flight conditions, XFoil results of all five airfoil were reviewed. Even though thin airfoils, such as
E387 and S7012, performed better at Re = 60, 000, selection of the airfoil was primarily based on
the manufacturability of the inflatable/rigidizable wing. Due to the construction of the internal
baffling and trailing edge, the thickest profile, the E398 airfoil, was chosen. As a result of the
inflatable/rigidizable wing structure, the BIG BLUE wing has a bumpy profile and a blunt trailing
edge.
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7.2 Summary of Stress Analysis
Finite element (FE) analyses of the rigidized wing were conducted to determine the type and
number of composite layers which will be required to maintain strength during a high altitude flight
operation. The unconventional inflatable wing profile was modeled in ANSYS. Pressure loading
of the wing under Re = 24, 000 flight conditions was obtained from XFoil analysis of the E398
airfoil. Then, this pressure was varied span wise to imitate the actual flight loading. Using this
model, stress analyses of S- and E-glass fiber composites in various layers were conducted. With
consideration of material strength, the initial BIG BLUE wings consist of two uniformly layered
E-glass composites. This 36 in. half span inflatable/rigidizable wing model was also analyzed under
pull out conditions, and the results showed an extremely high safety factor.
Initial design of the BIG BLUE wings was then constructed by ILC Dover, Inc. A high altitude
wing deployment test and low altitude flight tests were conducted during 2003. Although the
deployment and low altitude flight tests were successful, a rip at the root of the wing from multiple
landings and the weight of the inflatable/rigidizable wing both became design issues. Ideally, the
inflatable/rigidizable wing for the Marscraft will only be used for a single flight. However, for the
BIG BLUE project, the wing has been flown multiple times, and so, reinforcement at the root of
the wing became necessary. In order to minimize the weight of the wing as well as increasing the
strength at the root of the wing, an optimization study of the wing was conducted.
The redesign of the wing was done by varying the number of the composite layers from root
to tip of the wing. By doing this, the maximum layer of the composite structure can be used at
the root, as well as minimizing the wing weight by removing unnecessary composite layers at the
tip. Twenty-four different composite layouts of the wing were analyzed in this optimization study
for both 72-in. and 96-in. wingspans. Based on the maximum root and overall stress and weight of
all wings, the optimal design was chosen. Case 10 composite layout of 72-in. wingspan, which had
four layers of composite at the root, was selected for the final design of the inflatable/rigidizable
wing, BIG BLUE II wing. FE analysis of Case 10 showed a relatively high maximum stress at the
tip of the wing; hence, the leading baffle walls were reinforced to reduce these stresses. In addition,
the Case 10 model was analyzed under pull out conditions to confirm the strength of the composite
wing. FE results showed the high safety factor to prove the strength of the wing.
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7.3 Summary of Wind Tunnel Testings
The wind tunnel testing was conducted to verify the performance of the inflatable/rigidizable
wing. Since the wing has a unique bumpy shape, the accurate prediction of flow behavior and
aerodynamic performance of the wing were impossible. Thus, smoke-wire flow visualization tests
were conducted to obtain and compare the flow behavior of the ideal and inflatable shape wings.
Prototypes of ideal Eppler 398 and inflatable/rigidizable wing shapes were constructed prior to
the tunnel testing by the UK stereo-lithography laboratory. Smoke-wire flow visualization tests
demonstrated a large separation in ideal wing shape at Re below 100,000. Although significant
separation was seen in the inflatable wing version of the E398, its region was much smaller than
the ideal one due to the bumps from the baffles. Thus, the skinning and other modification to the
wing was considered as unnecessary.
To obtain the lift and drag measurements of the inflatable wing shape, a lift-drag balance was
used. The measurements of inflatable wing shape at Re = 156, 000 was taken; however, due to
the extremely delicate drag measurements at low Re conditions, the drag curve of this wing did
not look accurate. The drag curve of inflatable wing shape had a flat line compared to parabolic
shape for a generic drag curve. Thus, a wake traverse test was conducted to obtain the lift and
drag measurements of BIG BLUE I wing (ground-cured) at Re = 250, 000 and Re = 200, 000. For
both Re, the lift and drag values were significantly smaller than those from the balance. However,
the drag curves taken by wake traverse method showed similarity to generic drag polars.
7.4 Summary of Flight Tests
A total of two high altitude wing deployment tests and sixteen low altitude flight tests were
conducted to verify the performance of the initial and final design of the wing. The first high
altitude flight test was performed on May 3, 2003 at Ft. Collins, Colorado. The main focus of this
test was to deploy and cure an inflatable/rigidizable wing at high altitude. Although the shape of
the wing was not ideal, the wing was deployed at 55,000 feet and cured under ambient UV-light.
The post-flight analysis of the wing revealed a leak in the inner bladder, thus a second high altitude
wing deployment test, usage of make-up gas was considered.
Prior to the second high altitude test, several low altitude flight tests were conducted to verify
the flight performance of the initial design of the wing. After a first low altitude flight test, possible
failure at the root of the wing was seen. Landing impact forces created stress marks at the root of
the wing. To minimize the loading at the root, aluminum channels were used to support the wing
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during flight. Low altitude flight tests of the inflatable wing continued until the root composite
fractured. Repair of the wing was done by applying multiple layers of the composite at the root.
Although the idea was to create the inflatable/rigidizable wing for a single flight Marscraft, it was
necessary for BIG BLUE project to have a strong wing that is able to fly and land multiple times
for flight verification. Thus, optimization of the wing design became important.
A second high altitude test was conducted May 1, 2004 using the redesign of the BIG BLUE II
wing. The wing deployment test was conducted at an altitude of 60,000 feet while the balloon was
ascending. After 75 seconds from the deployment, the balloon burst prematurely. Although this
balloon burst was unexpected, the curing process of the wing continued during parachute descent.
The new wing inflation system had two regulators, which kept the inflation pressure constant
during the cure process. After the glider was landed with a parachute, the BIG BLUE II wing was
recovered and inspected at the landing site. The shape of the wing was in nearly perfect condition,
and the wing was capable of flying. This BIG BLUE II wing set will be dropped from a hot air
balloon to test the flight performance this summer.
7.5 Conclusion of Study
The objective of this research was to design and analyze an inflatable/rigidizable wing for high
altitude flight conditions (100,000 feet). Due to the extremely low density at altitude, the wing
was designed for a Re below 500,000. The first step of this research began with selecting five low
Re airfoils across a range of thicknesses, and ranking them with XFoil data according to aerody-
namic performance. Though thinner airfoils have better performance at lower Re, manufacturing
feasibility of the inflatable wing structure constrained the wing profile to be thick. For the BIG
BLUE wing, the thickest airfoil examined, the E398, was selected. Once the profile of the wing
was chosen, the type and number of composite layers were determined using the Finite Element
(FE) software. A half-span wing was modeled and high altitude pressure loading was applied to
the model to obtain the stresses. The results of this analysis were then used to design the initial set
of the BIG BLUE wings which consists of two uniformly layered E-glass fibers. This prototype of
the wing was then used for a high altitude wing deployment test. Although the test was successful,
the wing did not rigidize in its ideal shape due insufficient inflation pressure from leakage in the
internal bladder. From low altitude flight tests of the ground-cured BIG BLUE wing, a structural
failure at the root of the wing was discovered. Repair and reinforcement at this location became
necessary, sincethe wing will be used in future flights. Thus, the previous wing was re-designed
to reinforce the root connection and to possibly reduce the wing weight for the second high alti-
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tude flight test. To maximize the strength at the root, the number of the composite layers was
increased. The composite layers in the wing were varied along the span wise to reduce the weight
as much possible while retaining the necessary strength. Twenty-four different composite layout
combinations were examined in FEA to obtain the optimal design in terms of strength and weight.
The case 10 layout which consists of four layers at the root was chosen as the BIG BLUE II wing
design. After the construction of the wing with a new resin, high altitude wing deployment test
was conducted. With an improved inflation system, the wing was deployed at an altitude of 60,000
feet. Although, the balloon burst prematurely, the wing maintained its pressure and cured to a
nearly perfect wing shape. This wing will be flight tested during the summer of 2004.
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Appendix A
Finite Element Model
The following script was used in ANSYS to create the finite element model of the inflat-
able/rigidizable wing. This code generates the 36-in. halfspan wing that has a composite layout of
Case 10. The pressure loading of this model is a loading of Epper398 airfoil at Re 24,000 with AoA
0◦. The analysis type is static. The outputs of this script are tensile, compressive, and absolute
stress of entire wing and root.
A.1 ANSYS Batch File
/CLEAR,NOSTART !clears the database
/FILNAME,ws72_case10_re24k_AoA0_,0
/PREP 7
/TITLE, BIG BLUE II: E-glass wingspan 72in: case 10, 30km, Re 24,000, AoA 0,
ET,1,SHELL99,,0 !shell99
KEYOPT,1,8,1
R,1,4,,,,, !second 1 is one layer
RMORE,,,,,,,
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005 !MP number,angle,thickness
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005
R,2,3,,,,, !second 1 is one layer
RMORE,,,,,,,
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005 !MP number,angle,thickness
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005
R,3,3,,,,, !second 1 is one layer
RMORE,,,,,,,
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005 !MP number,angle,thickness
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005
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R,4,2,,,,, !second 1 is one layer
RMORE,,,,,,,
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005 !MP number,angle,thickness
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005
R,5,2,,,,, !second 1 is one layer
RMORE,,,,,,,
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005 !MP number,angle,thickness
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005
R,6,2,,,,, !second 1 is one layer
RMORE,,,,,,,
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005 !MP number,angle,thickness
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005
R,7,2,,,,, !second 1 is one layer
RMORE,,,,,,,
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005 !MP number,angle,thickness
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005
R,8,1,,,,, !second 1 is one layer
RMORE,,,,,,,
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005 !MP number,angle,thickness
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005
R,9,1,,,,, !second 1 is one layer
RMORE,,,,,,,
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005 !MP number,angle,thickness
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005
R,10,1,,,,, !second 1 is one layer
RMORE,,,,,,,
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005 !MP number,angle,thickness
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005
R,11,1,,,,, !second 1 is one layer
RMORE,,,,,,,
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005 !MP number,angle,thickness
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005
R,12,1,,,,, !second 1 is one layer
RMORE,,,,,,,
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005 !MP number,angle,thickness
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005
R,13,1,,,,, !second 1 is one layer
RMORE,,,,,,,
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005 !MP number,angle,thickness
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005
R,14,1,,,,, !second 1 is one layer !leading spars
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RMORE,,,,,,,
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005 !MP number,angle,thickness
RMORE,1,0,0.005,1,0,0.005
MP,EX,1,2.798e6
!MP,GXY,1,2.034e5
MP,NUXY,1,0.275
MP,DENS,1,((1.845*0.036127)/386.4)
!creating keypoints
!center of circle
K,1,0.2226,0.0339
K,2,0.5742,0.1108
K,3,1.1,0.2128
K,4,1.7298,0.3033
K,5,2.3955,0.4016
K,6,3.0658,0.4729
K,7,3.7976,0.5383
K,8,4.5276,0.5729
K,9,5.2133,0.5999
K,10,5.8488,0.6018
K,11,6.4517,0.5672
K,12,7.0198,0.5267
K,13,7.5822,0.4863
K,14,8.1157,0.4459
K,15,8.5703,0.3997
K,16,8.9644,0.3584
K,17,9.3116,0.313
K,18,0.2087,0.2304
K,19,0.2921,-0.1505
K,20,0.6245,0.4921
K,21,0.7634,-0.224
K,22,1.2307,0.7486
K,23,1.3763,-0.2644
K,24,1.8971,0.9509
K,25,2.0772,-0.2682
K,26,2.62,1.1085
K,27,2.7635,-0.2423
K,28,3.3734,1.1857
K,29,3.495,-0.1741
K,30,4.1591,1.2228
K,31,4.2223,-0.1088
K,32,4.9097,1.2149
K,33,4.9589,-0.037
K,34,5.6014,1.1653
K,35,5.6048,0.0368
K,36,6.2347,1.0813
K,37,6.1773,0.0813
K,38,6.8262,0.9808
K,39,6.7638,0.1047
K,40,7.3864,0.8573
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K,41,7.3353,0.1471
K,42,7.9227,0.7314
K,43,7.8819,0.1927
K,44,8.4079,0.6286
K,45,8.3652,0.2081
K,46,8.8155,0.5361
k,47,8.7819,0.2153
K,48,9.1789,0.4462
K,49,9.1508,0.2205
lH=11.0401
tH=11.0401
K,50,0.82758*lH,0.04948*tH
K,51,0.82864*lH,0.01147*tH
K,52,0.86469*lH,0.03986*tH
K,53,0.87162*lH,0.01127*tH
K,54,0.89821*lH,0.03092*tH
K,55,0.90954*lH,0.01009*tH
K,56,0.9275801*lH,0.02287*tH
K,57,0.94167*lH,0.00805*tH
K,58,0.95226*lH,0.01575*tH
K,59,0.96722*lH,0.0054*tH
K,60,0.97201*lH,0.00945*tH
K,61,0.98553*lH,0.0027*tH
K,62,0.98692*lH,0.00429*tH
K,63,0.99641*lH,0.00072*tH
K,64,0.9965799*lH,0.00105*tH
K,65,1*lH,0*tH
!creating lines by connecting all keypoints
!L,18,19
!L,20,21
!L,22,23
!L,24,25
!L,26,27
!L,28,29
!L,30,31
!L,32,33
!L,34,35
!L,36,37
!L,38,39
!L,40,41
!L,42,43
!L,44,45
!L,46,47
!L,48,49
!L,48,50
!L,49,51
L,50,52
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L,51,53
L,52,54
L,53,55
L,54,56
L,55,57
L,56,58
L,57,59
L,58,60
L,59,61
L,60,62
L,61,63
L,62,64
L,63,65
L,64,65
CIRCLE,1,,,18,270
CIRCLE,2,,,20,270
CIRCLE,3,,,22,360
CIRCLE,4,,,24,360
CIRCLE,5,,,26,360
CIRCLE,6,,,28,360
CIRCLE,7,,,30,360
CIRCLE,8,,,32,360
CIRCLE,9,,,34,360
CIRCLE,10,,,36,360
CIRCLE,11,,,38,360
CIRCLE,12,,,40,360
CIRCLE,13,,,42,360
CIRCLE,14,,,44,360
CIRCLE,15,,,46,360
CIRCLE,16,,,48,360
CIRCLE,17,,,48,360
LSBL,1,81,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,82
LDEL,84
LSBL,2,79,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,1
LDEL,84
LSBL,77,78,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,1
LSBL,78,2,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,1
LSBL,75,73,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,78
LSBL,73,1,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,78,76,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,84
LSBL,76,73,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,78
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LSBL,71,69,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,78
LSBL,69,76,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,78,72,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,85
LSBL,72,69,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,78
LSBL,67,65,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,65,68,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,68,67,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,65
LDEL,78
LDEL,67
LSBL,58,62,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,62,65,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,65
LDEL,68
LSBL,60,64,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,65
LDEL,61
LSBL,64,62,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,60
LDEL,63
LSBL,67,57,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,60
LSBL,56,62,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,64
LSBL,62,60,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,56
LDEL,59
LDEL,57
LSBL,53,54,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,54,56,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,60,52,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,52,62,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,59
LDEL,55
LDEL,54
LDEL,65
LDEL,57
LSBL,46,50,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,50,52,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,48,60,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,60,57,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,55
LDEL,49
LDEL,51
LDEL,48
LDEL,57
LSBL,45,54,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,54,48,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,44,50,,DELETE,KEEP
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LSBL,50,55,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,45
LDEL,47
LDEL,44
LDEL,55
LDEL,49
LSBL,42,41,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,40,54,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,54,47,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,41
LDEL,47
LDEL,40
LDEL,43
LDEL,45
LSBL,34,38,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,38,41,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,36,42,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,42,38,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,43
LDEL,39
LDEL,36
LDEL,45
LDEL,37
LSBL,33,41,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,41,37,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,32,38,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,38,41,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,33
LDEL,35
LDEL,32
LDEL,42
LDEL,37
LSBL,29,30,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,30,33,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,28,31,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,31,30,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,35
LDEL,28
LDEL,37
LDEL,33
LSBL,25,26,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,26,28,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,24,27,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,27,26,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,33
LDEL,24
LDEL,35
LDEL,31
LSBL,19,22,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,22,27,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,21,23,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,23,22,,DELETE,KEEP
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LDEL,24
LDEL,31
LDEL,21
LDEL,33
LSBL,16,27,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,27,23,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,18,20,,DELETE,KEEP
LSBL,20,27,,DELETE,KEEP
LDEL,21
LDEL,16
LDEL,18
LDEL,31
L,130,138
L,139,140
LGLUE,74,16
L,141,142
LGLUE,75,18
L,114,143
LGLUE,66,71
L,144,145
L,106,146
L,147,148
L,149,150
LGLUE,46,56
L,151,152
L,90,153
LGLUE,48,55
L,154,155
L,156,157
L,158,159
LGLUE,36,67
L,160,161
LGLUE,32,68
L,162,163
LGLUE,28,74
L,164,165
LDEL,40
LDEL,52
LCOMB,17,27,delete
LCOMB,22,33,delete
LCOMB,26,35,delete
LCOMB,19,28,delete
LCOMB,30,37,delete
LCOMB,32,25,delete
LCOMB,38,41,delete
LCOMB,36,29,delete
LCOMB,48,44,delete
LCOMB,56,46,delete
LCOMB,61,86,delete
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LCOMB,87,69,delete
LCOMB,71,66,delete
LCOMB,66,72,delete
LCOMB,85,73,delete
LCOMB,75,70,delete
LCOMB,70,76,delete
LCOMB,84,2,delete
LCOMB,1,20,delete
LCOMB,77,79,delete
NUMMRG,KP,
NUMSTR,KP,200
NUMSTR,LINE,100
LGEN,2,ALL,,,,,1.5 !36 !copying original line 1.5 in apart
!first element
A,67,164,225,218 !AREA 1
A,164,162,220,225
A,162,160,221,220
A,160,158,226,221
A,158,156,228,226
A,156,154,233,228
A,154,30,232,233
A,30,151,238,232
A,151,149,242,238
A,149,147,241,242 !AREA 10
A,147,38,239,241
A,38,144,235,239
A,144,42,230,235
A,42,141,222,230
A,141,139,200,222
A,139,48,201,200
A,48,133,248,201
A,133,132,247,248
A,132,138,203,247
A,138,140,202,203 !AREA 20
A,140,142,223,202
A,142,143,231,223
A,143,145,236,231
A,145,146,240,236
A,146,148,245,240
A,148,150,246,245
A,150,152,244,246
A,152,153,243,244
A,153,155,237,243
A,155,157,234,237 !AREA 30
A,157,159,229,234
A,159,161,227,229
A,161,163,224,227
A,163,165,219,224
A,165,67,218,219 !AREA 35
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!VENT
A,164,165,219,225 !AREA 36
A,162,163,224,220
A,160,161,227,221
A,158,159,229,226
A,156,157,234,228 !AREA 40
A,154,155,237,233
A,30,153,243,232
A,151,152,244,238
A,149,150,246,242
A,147,148,245,241
A,38,146,240,239
A,144,145,236,235
A,42,143,231,230
A,141,142,223,222
A,139,140,202,200 !AREA 50
A,48,138,203,201 !AREA 51
AGEN,24,ALL,,,,,1.5 !AREA 52-103-154-205-256-307-358-409-460-511-562-613
!ROOT
A,67,164,165 !AREA 1225
A,164,162,163,165
A,162,160,161,163
A,160,158,159,161
A,158,156,157,159
A,156,154,155,157 !AREA 1230
A,154,30,153,155
A,30,151,152,153
A,151,149,150,152
A,149,147,148,150
A,147,38,146,148
A,38,144,145,146
A,144,42,143,145
A,42,141,142,143
A,141,139,140,142
A,139,48,138,140 !AREA 1240
A,48,133,132,138 !AREA 1241
!TIP
A,1794,1793,1860 !AREA 1242
A,1793,1796,1858,1860
A,1796,1798,1856,1858
A,1798,1800,1854,1856
A,1800,1802,1852,1854
A,1802,1804,1850,1852
A,1804,1806,1848,1850
A,1806,1808,1846,1848
A,1808,1810,1844,1846 !AREA 1250
A,1810,1812,1842,1844
A,1812,1814,1840,1842
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A,1814,1816,1838,1840
A,1816,1818,1836,1838
A,1818,1820,1834,1836
A,1820,1822,1832,1834
A,1822,1824,1830,1832
A,1824,1826,1828,1830 !AREA 1258
!MESHING ROOT AND TIP OF WING
ESIZE,,3 !element size by lenght of element or number of division
!MSHAPE,1,2D !0=Quad, 1=Triangle (High Freq), 2D if area
MSHKEY,1 !0=free, 1=mapped, 2=mapped if possible, then free
REAL,1
AMESH,1225,1241 !meshing root with real constant 1
REAL,13
AMESH,1242,1258 !meshing tip with real constant 13
ENSYM,,,,1,204
!cONTROLLING MESH SIZE
LSEL,S,LINE,,167 !SEC 1
LSEL,A,LINE,,204 !SEC 2
LSEL,A,LINE,,341 !SEC 3
LSEL,A,LINE,,478 !SEC 4
LSEL,A,LINE,,615 !SEC 5
LSEL,A,LINE,,752 !SEC 6
LSEL,A,LINE,,889 !SEC 7
LSEL,A,LINE,,1026 !SEC 8
LSEL,A,LINE,,1163 !SEC 9
LSEL,A,LINE,,1300 !SEC 10
LSEL,A,LINE,,1437 !SEC 11
LSEL,A,LINE,,1574 !SEC 12
LSEL,A,LINE,,1711 !SEC 13
LSEL,A,LINE,,1848 !SEC 14
LSEL,A,LINE,,1985 !SEC 15
LSEL,A,LINE,,2122 !SEC 16
LSEL,A,LINE,,2259 !SEC 17
LSEL,A,LINE,,2396 !SEC 18
LSEL,A,LINE,,2533 !SEC 19
LSEL,A,LINE,,2670 !SEC 20
LSEL,A,LINE,,2807 !SEC 21
LSEL,A,LINE,,2944 !SEC 22
LSEL,A,LINE,,3081 !SEC 23
LSEL,A,LINE,,3218 !SEC 24
LESIZE,ALL,,,1
LSEL,S,LINE,,ALL
!CONTROLLING ELEMENT SIZE ON EDGES
*DO,B,253,3267,137
LESIZE,B,,,4
*ENDDO
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*DO,B,201,3215,137
LESIZE,B,,,4
*ENDDO
*DO,B,304,3318,137
LESIZE,B,,,4
*ENDDO
!cONTROLLING THE LAYERS OF COMPOSITE
!FIRST element change real 1 on top of the page
REAL,1
*DO,B,1,52,51
AMESH,B,B+34 !element 1nd
*ENDDO
!SECOND ELEMENT NEXT TO FUSE.
REAL,2
*DO,B,103,154,51 !element 2nd
AMESH,B,B+34
*ENDDO
!THIRD ELEMENT NEXT TO FUSE.
REAL,3
*DO,B,205,256,51 !element 3nd
AMESH,B,B+34
*ENDDO
!FOURTH ELEMENT NEXT TO FUSE.
REAL,4
*DO,B,307,358,51 !element 4th
AMESH,B,B+34
*ENDDO
!FIFTH ELEMENT NEXT TO FUSE.
REAL,5
*DO,B,409,460,51 !element 5th
AMESH,B,B+34
*ENDDO
!SIXTH ELEMENT NEXT TO FUSE.
REAL,6
*DO,B,511,562,51 !element 6th
AMESH,B,B+34
*ENDDO
!SEVENTH TO TWELEVETH ELEMENT NEXT TO FUSE.
REAL,7
*DO,B,613,664,51
AMESH,B,B+34
*ENDDO
!SEVENTH TO TWELEVETH ELEMENT NEXT TO FUSE.
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REAL,8
*DO,B,715,766,51
AMESH,B,B+34
*ENDDO
!SEVENTH TO TWELEVETH ELEMENT NEXT TO FUSE.
REAL,9
*DO,B,817,868,51
AMESH,B,B+34
*ENDDO
!SEVENTH TO TWELEVETH ELEMENT NEXT TO FUSE.
REAL,10
*DO,B,919,970,51
AMESH,B,B+34
*ENDDO
!SEVENTH TO TWELEVETH ELEMENT NEXT TO FUSE.
REAL,11
*DO,B,1021,1072,51
AMESH,B,B+34
*ENDDO
!SEVENTH TO TWELEVETH ELEMENT NEXT TO FUSE.
REAL,12
*DO,B,1123,1174,51
AMESH,B,B+34
*ENDDO
!VENT MESH
REAL,13
*DO,B,306,3425,137
LSEL,S,LINE,,B,B+30,2
LESIZE,ALL,,,4
*ENDDO
*DO,B,39,1224,51
AMESH,B,B+12
*ENDDO
!VENT MESH TWO
REAL,14
*DO,B,36,1211,51
AMESH,B,B+2
*ENDDO
NUMMRG,NODE,
!pressure 1
!look at matlab code call pres.m
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!dynamic pressure and ambient pressure can be modified in that code
*DIM,H,ARRAY,108,1
H(1)=0.17239017806009,0.17838227430829,0.17811804979475,0.17738979760073,0.17640766275212,
0.17544862645025,0.17429045424451,0.17321142706739,0.17255212046024,0.17185182250259,
H(11)=0.17124066341567,0.17086277397021,0.17049460750448,0.17018612228050,0.16997280018073,
0.16978195664819,0.16962974908203,0.16954659351930,0.16949093423211,0.16949655598125,
H(21)=0.16953807260030,0.16963373526603,0.16978335687177,0.16995164960663,0.17013818598079,
0.17029187300915,0.17041619638031,0.17051337536228,0.17058313716896,0.17063073508696,
H(31)=0.17066749773671,0.17069026132702,0.17070778043816,0.17072080744796,0.17072868102611,
0.17073545524012,0.17074025865622,0.17074309999514,0.17074570382222,0.17074752138436,
H(41)=0.17074856236826,0.17074950318388,0.17075025431926,0.17075070637341,0.17075112539912,
0.17075151633994,0.17075177013531,0.17075204561149,0.17075234036325,0.17075256078693,
H(51)=0.17075277702391,0.17075303826363,0.17075327133424,0.17075338532023,0.17033281406414,
0.17150694516957,0.17145579191438,0.17132136013491,0.17116515514673,0.17105218138305,
H(61)=0.17087962388747,0.17064038601810,0.17046699056358,0.17035002471281,0.17031851988489,
0.17030284822422,0.17028965458089,0.17027268034068,0.17025603662643,0.17023882896729,
H(71)=0.17021911692207,0.17020117591164,0.17018402970361,0.17016489472865,0.17014678005039,
0.17012911556551,0.17010978957174,0.17009110463704,0.17007333620035,0.17005369735091,
H(81)=0.17003382993995,0.17001213478540,0.16998720174520,0.16996095415174,0.16993133839753,
0.16989559048964,0.16985650512444,0.16981583019142,0.1697647712478,0.16970634090129,
H(91)=0.16964092421758,0.16955373229733,0.16944848182131,0.16933052062590,0.16917408138469,
0.16898994244116,0.16876138262925,0.16846218194535,0.16812493437827,0.16776720485226,
H(101)=0.16733395478982,0.16688627777859,0.16645886789073,0.16596969428090,0.16555823324157,
0.16541241214797,0.16537483383637,0.16571698040717,
!pressure 2
*DIM,II,ARRAY,108,1
Z=1.5
*DO,B,1,108,1
II(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 3
*DIM,J,ARRAY,108,1
Z=3
*DO,B,1,108,1
J(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 4
*DIM,K,ARRAY,108,1
Z=4.5
*DO,B,1,108,1
K(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 5
*DIM,L,ARRAY,108,1
Z=6
*DO,B,1,108,1
L(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
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*ENDDO
!pressure 6
*DIM,M,ARRAY,108,1
Z=7.5
*DO,B,1,108,1
M(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 7
*DIM,N,ARRAY,108,1
Z=9
*DO,B,1,108,1
N(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 8
*DIM,O,ARRAY,108,1
Z=10.5
*DO,B,1,108,1
O(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 9
*DIM,P,ARRAY,108,1
Z=12
*DO,B,1,108,1
P(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 10
*DIM,Q,ARRAY,108,1
Z=13.5
*DO,B,1,108,1
Q(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 11
*DIM,R,ARRAY,108,1
Z=15
*DO,B,1,108,1
R(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 12
*DIM,S,ARRAY,108,1
Z=16.5
*DO,B,1,108,1
S(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 13
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*DIM,T,ARRAY,108,1
Z=18
*DO,B,1,108,1
T(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 14
*DIM,U,ARRAY,108,1
Z=19.5
*DO,B,1,108,1
U(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 15
*DIM,V,ARRAY,108,1
Z=21
*DO,B,1,108,1
V(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 16
*DIM,W,ARRAY,108,1
Z=22.5
*DO,B,1,108,1
W(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 17
*DIM,X,ARRAY,108,1
Z=24
*DO,B,1,108,1
X(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 18
*DIM,Y,ARRAY,108,1
Z=25.5
*DO,B,1,108,1
Y(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 19
*DIM,ZZ,ARRAY,108,1
Z=27
*DO,B,1,108,1
ZZ(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 20
*DIM,ZA,ARRAY,108,1
Z=28.5
*DO,B,1,108,1
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ZA(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 21
*DIM,ZB,ARRAY,108,1
Z=30
*DO,B,1,108,1
ZB(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 22
*DIM,ZC,ARRAY,108,1
Z=31.5
*DO,B,1,108,1
ZC(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 23
*DIM,ZD,ARRAY,108,1
Z=33
*DO,B,1,108,1
ZD(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 24
*DIM,ZE,ARRAY,108,1
Z=34.5
*DO,B,1,108,1
ZE(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!pressure 25
*DIM,ZF,ARRAY,108,1
Z=36
*DO,B,1,108,1
ZF(B)=H(B)*SQRT(1-(Z/36)**2)
*ENDDO
!APPLYING PRESSURE
!ELEMENT ONE
D=1
*DO,C,409,515,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,H(D),H(D+1) ,II(D+1) ,II(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,516,,PRES,,H(108),H(1),II(1),II(108)
!ELEMENT TWO
D=1
*DO,C,517,623,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,II(D),II(D+1) ,J(D+1) ,J(D)
D=D+1
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*ENDDO
SFE,624,,PRES,,II(108),II(1),J(1),J(108)
!ELEMENT THREE
D=1
*DO,C,625,731,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,J(D),J(D+1) ,K(D+1) ,K(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,732,,PRES,,J(108),J(1),K(1),K(108)
!ELEMENT FOUR
D=1
*DO,C,733,839,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,K(D),K(D+1) ,L(D+1) ,L(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,840,,PRES,,K(108),K(1),L(1),L(108)
!ELEMENT FIVE
D=1
*DO,C,841,947,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,L(D),L(D+1) ,M(D+1) ,M(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,948,,PRES,,L(108),L(1),M(1),M(108)
!ELEMENT SIX
D=1
*DO,C,949,1055,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,M(D),M(D+1) ,N(D+1) ,N(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,1056,,PRES,,M(108),M(1),N(1),N(108)
!ELEMENT SEVEN
D=1
*DO,C,1057,1163,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,N(D),N(D+1) ,O(D+1) ,O(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,1164,,PRES,,N(108),N(1),O(1),O(108)
!ELEMENT EIGHT
D=1
*DO,C,1165,1271,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,O(D),O(D+1) ,P(D+1) ,P(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,1272,,PRES,,O(108),O(1),P(1),P(108)
!ELEMENT NINE
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D=1
*DO,C,1273,1379,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,P(D),P(D+1) ,Q(D+1) ,Q(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,1380,,PRES,,P(108),P(1),Q(1),Q(108)
!ELEMENT TEN
D=1
*DO,C,1381,1487,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,Q(D),Q(D+1) ,R(D+1) ,R(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,1488,,PRES,,Q(108),Q(1),R(1),R(108)
!ELEMENT ELEVEN
D=1
*DO,C,1489,1595,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,R(D),R(D+1) ,S(D+1) ,S(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,1596,,PRES,,R(108),R(1),S(1),S(108)
!ELEMENT TWELEVE
D=1
*DO,C,1597,1703,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,S(D),S(D+1) ,T(D+1) ,T(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,1704,,PRES,,S(108),S(1),T(1),T(108)
!ELEMENT 13
D=1
*DO,C,1705,1811,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,T(D),T(D+1) ,U(D+1) ,U(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,1812,,PRES,,T(108),T(1),U(1),U(108)
!ELEMENT 14
D=1
*DO,C,1813,1919,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,U(D),U(D+1) ,V(D+1) ,V(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,1920,,PRES,,U(108),U(1),V(1),V(108)
!ELEMENT 15
D=1
*DO,C,1921,2027,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,V(D),V(D+1) ,W(D+1) ,W(D)
D=D+1
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*ENDDO
SFE,2028,,PRES,,V(108),V(1),W(1),W(108)
!ELEMENT 16
D=1
*DO,C,2029,2135,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,W(D),W(D+1) ,X(D+1) ,X(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,2136,,PRES,,W(108),W(1),X(1),X(108)
!ELEMENT 17
D=1
*DO,C,2137,2243,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,X(D),X(D+1) ,Y(D+1) ,Y(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,2244,,PRES,,X(108),X(1),Y(1),Y(108)
!ELEMENT 18
D=1
*DO,C,2245,2351,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,Y(D),Y(D+1) ,ZZ(D+1) ,ZZ(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,2352,,PRES,,Y(108),Y(1),ZZ(1),ZZ(108)
!ELEMENT 19
D=1
*DO,C,2353,2459,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,ZZ(D),ZZ(D+1) ,ZA(D+1) ,ZA(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,2460,,PRES,,ZZ(108),ZZ(1),ZA(1),ZA(108)
!ELEMENT 20
D=1
*DO,C,2461,2567,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,ZA(D),ZA(D+1) ,ZB(D+1) ,ZB(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,2568,,PRES,,ZA(108),ZA(1),ZB(1),ZB(108)
!ELEMENT 21
D=1
*DO,C,2569,2675,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,ZB(D),ZB(D+1) ,ZC(D+1) ,ZC(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,2676,,PRES,,ZB(108),ZB(1),ZC(1),ZC(108)
!ELEMENT 22
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D=1
*DO,C,2677,2783,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,ZC(D),ZC(D+1) ,ZD(D+1) ,ZD(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,2784,,PRES,,ZC(108),ZC(1),ZD(1),ZD(108)
!ELEMENT 23
D=1
*DO,C,2785,2891,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,ZD(D),ZD(D+1) ,ZE(D+1) ,ZE(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,2892,,PRES,,ZD(108),ZD(1),ZE(1),ZE(108)
!ELEMENT 24
D=1
*DO,C,2893,2999,
SFE,C ,,PRES,,ZE(D),ZE(D+1) ,ZF(D+1) ,ZF(D)
D=D+1
*ENDDO
SFE,3000,,PRES,,ZE(108),ZE(1),ZF(1),ZF(108)
/SOLU
ANTYPE,STATIC !conducting static analysis
!PSTRES,ON !with prestress option on
!EMATWRITE,YES
NSEL,S,LOC,Z,0
D,ALL,UX,0
D,ALL,UY,0
D,ALL,UZ,0
D,ALL,ROTX,0
D,ALL,ROTY,0
D,ALL,ROTZ,0
NSEL,S,NODE,,ALL
SOLVE
FINISH
!/SOLU
!ANTYPE,MODAL !conducting modal analysis
!PSTRES,ON !with prestress option
!MODOPT,LANB,10,0,1000,,,,
!conducting Block Lanczos, looking at first 10 mode in frequency of 0 to 1000Hz
!SOLVE
FINISH
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/POST1
PLNSOL,S,1,0
!COPYING ISO PLOT
/VIEW,1,1,1,1
/ANG,1
/REP,FAST
/DIST, 1 ,0.768433,1
/REP,FAST
/UI,COPY,SAVE,JPEG,GRAPH,COLOR,REVERSE,PORTRAIT,,100
!COPYING ANOTHER ISO PLOT
/VIEW, 1, -0.670606821800 , 0.484758211009 , 0.561512214841
/ANG, 1, -3.69642422157
/REPLO
/DIST, 1 ,1.065257,1
/REP,FAST
/FOC, 1 ,,0.120000,,1
/REP,FAST
/FOC, 1 ,-0.030000,,,1
/REP,FAST
/UI,COPY,SAVE,JPEG,GRAPH,COLOR,REVERSE,PORTRAIT,,100
!COPYING BOTTOM ISO PLOT
/VIEW, 1, 0.603105940403 , -0.530756358255 , 0.595450176609
/ANG, 1, -173.537619257
/REPLO
/DIST, 1 ,1.032113,1
/REP,FAST
/FOC, 1 ,,0.220000,,1
/REP,FAST
/UI,COPY,SAVE,JPEG,GRAPH,COLOR,REVERSE,PORTRAIT,,100
!COPYING ROOT ELEMENT TOP
ESEL,S,REAL,,1
ESEL,A,ELEM,,4249,4272
ESEL,A,ELEM,,3001,3104
/REPLOT
/VIEW,1,1,1,1
/ANG,1
/REP,FAST
/VIEW, 1 ,1,1,1
/ANG, 1
/REP,FAST
/AUTO, 1
/REP
/UI,COPY,SAVE,JPEG,GRAPH,COLOR,REVERSE,PORTRAIT,,100
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!COPYING ROOT ELEMENT BOTTOM
/VIEW, 1, -0.344115252726 , -0.250548241177 , 0.904881357795
/ANG, 1, 169.969146708
/REPLO
/DIST, 1 ,0.853815,1
/REP,FAST
/UI,COPY,SAVE,JPEG,GRAPH,COLOR,REVERSE,PORTRAIT,,100
ESEL,S,ELEM,,ALL
!RESET VIEW
/VIEW, 1
/FOC, 1 ,AUTO
/DIST, 1
/ANG, 1
/LIG, 1 ,1
/REP
PLNSOL,S,3,0
!COPYING ISO PLOT
/VIEW,1,1,1,1
/ANG,1
/REP,FAST
/DIST, 1 ,0.768433,1
/REP,FAST
/UI,COPY,SAVE,JPEG,GRAPH,COLOR,REVERSE,PORTRAIT,,100
!COPYING ANOTHER ISO PLOT
/VIEW, 1, -0.670606821800 , 0.484758211009 , 0.561512214841
/ANG, 1, -3.69642422157
/REPLO
/DIST, 1 ,1.065257,1
/REP,FAST
/FOC, 1 ,,0.120000,,1
/REP,FAST
/FOC, 1 ,-0.030000,,,1
/REP,FAST
/UI,COPY,SAVE,JPEG,GRAPH,COLOR,REVERSE,PORTRAIT,,100
!COPYING BOTTOM ISO PLOT
/VIEW, 1, 0.603105940403 , -0.530756358255 , 0.595450176609
/ANG, 1, -173.537619257
/REPLO
/DIST, 1 ,1.032113,1
/REP,FAST
/FOC, 1 ,,0.220000,,1
/REP,FAST
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/UI,COPY,SAVE,JPEG,GRAPH,COLOR,REVERSE,PORTRAIT,,100
!COPYING ROOT ELEMENT TOP
ESEL,S,REAL,,1
ESEL,A,ELEM,,4249,4272
ESEL,A,ELEM,,3001,3104
/REPLOT
/VIEW,1,1,1,1
/ANG,1
/REP,FAST
/VIEW, 1 ,1,1,1
/ANG, 1
/REP,FAST
/AUTO, 1
/REP
/UI,COPY,SAVE,JPEG,GRAPH,COLOR,REVERSE,PORTRAIT,,100
!COPYING ROOT ELEMENT BOTTOM
/VIEW, 1, -0.344115252726 , -0.250548241177 , 0.904881357795
/ANG, 1, 169.969146708
/REPLO
/DIST, 1 ,0.853815,1
/REP,FAST
/UI,COPY,SAVE,JPEG,GRAPH,COLOR,REVERSE,PORTRAIT,,100
ESEL,S,ELEM,,ALL
!RESET VIEW
/VIEW, 1
/FOC, 1 ,AUTO
/DIST, 1
/ANG, 1
/LIG, 1 ,1
/REP
PLNSO,S,EQV,0
!COPYING ISO PLOT
/VIEW,1,1,1,1
/ANG,1
/REP,FAST
/DIST, 1 ,0.768433,1
/REP,FAST
/UI,COPY,SAVE,JPEG,GRAPH,COLOR,REVERSE,PORTRAIT,,100
!COPYING ANOTHER ISO PLOT
/VIEW, 1, -0.670606821800 , 0.484758211009 , 0.561512214841
/ANG, 1, -3.69642422157
/REPLO
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/DIST, 1 ,1.065257,1
/REP,FAST
/FOC, 1 ,,0.120000,,1
/REP,FAST
/FOC, 1 ,-0.030000,,,1
/REP,FAST
/UI,COPY,SAVE,JPEG,GRAPH,COLOR,REVERSE,PORTRAIT,,100
!COPYING BOTTOM ISO PLOT
/VIEW, 1, 0.603105940403 , -0.530756358255 , 0.595450176609
/ANG, 1, -173.537619257
/REPLO
/DIST, 1 ,1.032113,1
/REP,FAST
/FOC, 1 ,,0.220000,,1
/REP,FAST
/UI,COPY,SAVE,JPEG,GRAPH,COLOR,REVERSE,PORTRAIT,,100
!COPYING ROOT ELEMENT TOP
ESEL,S,REAL,,1
ESEL,A,ELEM,,4249,4272
ESEL,A,ELEM,,3001,3104
/REPLOT
/VIEW,1,1,1,1
/ANG,1
/REP,FAST
/VIEW, 1 ,1,1,1
/ANG, 1
/REP,FAST
/AUTO, 1
/REP
/UI,COPY,SAVE,JPEG,GRAPH,COLOR,REVERSE,PORTRAIT,,100
!COPYING ROOT ELEMENT BOTTOM
/VIEW, 1, -0.344115252726 , -0.250548241177 , 0.904881357795
/ANG, 1, 169.969146708
/REPLO
/DIST, 1 ,0.853815,1
/REP,FAST
/UI,COPY,SAVE,JPEG,GRAPH,COLOR,REVERSE,PORTRAIT,,100
ESEL,S,ELEM,,ALL
/REPLOT
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Appendix B
MATLAB Scripts
The following scripts were used in MATLAB to process XFoil data and wake traverse measured
data. The first script was used to plots the aerodynamic performance data obtained in XFoil. The
output of this is three plots: Cl versus α◦, Cl versus Cd (drag polar), and L/D versus α◦. The
second script was used to determine the pressure coefficients. Pressure coefficients were obtained
in XFoil, however, the coordinate points of this and finite element (FE) model are different. Hence
the interpolation of the pressure coefficients became necessary. The interpolation process was done
in this script using a one-dimensional piecewise Hermite interpolation command. The final script
was used to process the wake traverse measurement data. Three velocity components were read by
this script and lift and drag were calculated. The script then plots Cl and Cd versus α◦, Cl versus
Cd (drag polar), and L/D versus α◦.
B.1 XFoil Data Reader
%program to read data from Selig wind tunnel tests & Xfoil polar file
%begin here
airfoil=’E398’
%read first Re# Xfoil polar output file
file1=’E398-X-RE60000.txt’
[alpha_1,cl_1,cd_1,cdp_1,cm_1,top_1tr,bot_1tr]=textread(file1,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,12);
%read second Re# Xfoil polar output file
file2=’E398-X-RE120000.txt’
[alpha_2,cl_2,cd_2,cdp_2,cm_2,top_2tr,bot_2tr]=textread(file2,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,12);
%read third Re# Xfoil polar output file
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file3=’E398-X-RE250000.txt’
[alpha_3,cl_3,cd_3,cdp_3,cm_3,top_3tr,bot_3tr]=textread(file3,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,12);
%read fourth Re# Xfoil polar output file
file4=’E398-X-RE500000.txt’
[alpha_4,cl_4,cd_4,cdp_4,cm_4,top_4tr,bot_4tr]=textread(file4,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,12);
%plot
figure(1)
subplot(1,3,1),plot(alpha_1,cl_1,’r’),xlabel(’\alpha ^\circ’),ylabel(’C_l’),
title(’E398 C_l vs \alpha ^\circ’)
hold on
subplot(1,3,1),plot(alpha_2,cl_2,’b’)
hold on
subplot(1,3,1),plot(alpha_3,cl_3,’g’)
hold on
subplot(1,3,1),plot(alpha_4,cl_4,’m’)
hold off
legend(’0.6\cdot10^5’,’1.2\cdot10^5’,’2.5\cdot10^5’,’5.0\cdot10^5’,4)
subplot(1,3,2),plot(cd_1,cl_1,’r’),xlabel(’C_d’),ylabel(’C_l’),title(’C_l vs C_d’)
hold on
subplot(1,3,2),plot(cd_2,cl_2,’b’)
hold on
subplot(1,3,2),plot(cd_3,cl_3,’g’)
hold on
subplot(1,3,2),plot(cd_4,cl_4,’m’)
hold off
ld1=cl_1./cd_1;
subplot(1,3,3),plot(alpha_1,ld1,’r’),xlabel(’\alpha ^\circ’),ylabel(’L/D’),
title(’L/D vs \alpha ^\circ’)
hold on
ld2=cl_2./cd_2;
subplot(1,3,3),plot(alpha_2,ld2,’b’)
hold on
ld3=cl_3./cd_3;
subplot(1,3,3),plot(alpha_3,ld3,’g’)
hold on
ld4=cl_4./cd_4;
subplot(1,3,3),plot(alpha_4,ld4,’m’)
hold off
%cut and paste the above sections (from begin) changing airfoil, file1, and
%file2
%saving figure in jpeg format
%print -djpeg100 E398
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B.2 Coefficient of Pressure Interpolation
%program to read pressure distribution and interplate
file1=’re24k-u.txt’;
[x1,y1]=textread(file1,’%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
file2=’re24k-l.txt’;
[x2,y2]=textread(file2,’%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
file3=’NLIST-u.txt’;
[x3]=textread(file3,’%n’,’headerlines’,1);
file4=’NLIST-l.txt’;
[x4]=textread(file4,’%n’,’headerlines’,1);
y3=interp1(x1,y1,x3,’cubic’)
y4=interp1(x2,y2,x4,’cubic’)
figure(1)
subplot(2,1,1),plot(x1,-y1,’r’) %upper pressure of xfoil
hold on
subplot(2,1,1),plot(x2,-y2,’b’) %lower pressure of xfoil
hold on
subplot(2,1,2),plot(x3,-y3,’r’) %upper pressure
hold on
subplot(2,1,2),plot(x4,-y4,’b’) %lower pressure
hold off
yt3=y3’;
yt4=y4’;
for i=1:18
I(i)=yt3(i);
end
for j=1:18
J(j)=yt4(j);
end
I=I’
J=J’
B.3 Wake Traverse Data Reader
function wakesurvey
% BIG BLUE wing Tests
% 7 Hole Probe Data Reducer
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% Reads in AAV (average velocity) files
% and returns aerodynamic variables
span=24*.0254; % in meters
rho=1.23; % density in kg/m^3
chord=11.0401*.0254;
area=span*chord;
%airfoil=’e’;
%run=1;
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% re200k
Re=200000;
Uinfideal=(Re.*0.000017775)/(rho*chord)
Winfideal=(Re.*0.000017775)/(rho*chord)
file1=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re200k/text/re200k_AoA-6.txt’;
file2=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re200k/text/re200k_AoA-4.txt’;
file3=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re200k/text/re200k_AoA-2.txt’;
file4=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re200k/text/re200k_AoA0.txt’;
file5=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re200k/text/re200k_AoA2.txt’;
file6=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re200k/text/re200k_AoA4.txt’;
file7=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re200k/text/re200k_AoA6.txt’;
file8=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re200k/text/re200k_AoA8.txt’;
file9=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re200k/text/re200k_AoA10.txt’;
file10=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re200k/text/re200k_AoA12.txt’;
file11=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re200k/text/re200k_AoA14.txt’;
file12=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re200k/text/re200k_AoA16.txt’;
file13=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re200k/text/re200k_AoA18.txt’;
file14=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re200k/text/re200k_AoA20.txt’;
%filebase=strcat(airfoil,’run’,num2str(run));
%file=strcat(filebase,’_Prb0.aav’);
%%%%%%%%%%% re250,0000
Re2=250000;
Uinfideal2=(Re2.*0.000017775)/(rho*chord)
Winfideal2=(Re2.*0.000017775)/(rho*chord)
file15=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re250k/text/re250k_AoA-6.txt’;
file16=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re250k/text/re250k_AoA-4.txt’;
file17=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re250k/text/re250k_AoA-2.txt’;
file18=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re250k/text/re250k_AoA0.txt’;
file19=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re250k/text/re250k_AoA2.txt’;
file20=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re250k/text/re250k_AoA4.txt’;
file21=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re250k/text/re250k_AoA6.txt’;
file22=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re250k/text/re250k_AoA8.txt’;
file23=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re250k/text/re250k_AoA10.txt’;
file24=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re250k/text/re250k_AoA12.txt’;
file25=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re250k/text/re250k_AoA14.txt’;
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file26=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re250k/text/re250k_AoA16.txt’;
file27=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re250k/text/re250k_AoA18.txt’;
file28=’/Documents and Settings/michik0/My Documents/aeroprobedata/re250k/text/re250k_AoA20.txt’;
%filebase=strcat(airfoil,’run’,num2str(run));
%file=strcat(filebase,’_Prb0.aav’);
%%%%%%re200k
[x,y,z,u1,v1,w1,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file1,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u2,v2,w2,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file2,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u3,v3,w3,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file3,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u4,v4,w4,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file4,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u5,v5,w5,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file5,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u6,v6,w6,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file6,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u7,v7,w7,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file7,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u8,v8,w8,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file8,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u9,v9,w9,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file9,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u10,v10,w10,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file10,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u11,v11,w11,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file11,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u12,v12,w12,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file12,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u13,v13,w13,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file13,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u14,v14,w14,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file14,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
%%%%%re250k
[x,y,z,u15,v15,w15,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file15,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u16,v16,w16,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file16,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u17,v17,w17,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file17,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u18,v18,w18,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file18,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u19,v19,w19,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file19,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u20,v20,w20,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file20,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u21,v21,w21,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file21,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u22,v22,w22,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file22,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u23,v23,w23,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file23,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u24,v24,w24,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file24,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u25,v25,w25,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file25,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u26,v26,w26,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file26,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u27,v27,w27,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file27,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[x,y,z,u28,v28,w28,po,ps,pvread,valid]=textread(file28,’%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n%n’,’headerlines’,1);
[ny1,dum]=size(u1);
[ny2,dum]=size(u2);
[ny3,dum]=size(u3);
[ny4,dum]=size(u4);
[ny5,dum]=size(u5);
[ny6,dum]=size(u6);
[ny7,dum]=size(u7);
[ny8,dum]=size(u8);
[ny9,dum]=size(u9);
[ny10,dum]=size(u10);
[ny11,dum]=size(u11);
[ny12,dum]=size(u12);
[ny13,dum]=size(u13);
[ny14,dum]=size(u14);
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%mag=sqrt(u.^2+v.^2+w.^2)
[ny15,dum]=size(u15);
[ny16,dum]=size(u16);
[ny17,dum]=size(u17);
[ny18,dum]=size(u18);
[ny19,dum]=size(u19);
[ny20,dum]=size(u20);
[ny21,dum]=size(u21);
[ny22,dum]=size(u22);
[ny23,dum]=size(u23);
[ny24,dum]=size(u24);
[ny25,dum]=size(u25);
[ny26,dum]=size(u26);
[ny27,dum]=size(u27);
[ny28,dum]=size(u28);
%mag=sqrt(u.^2+v.^2+w.^2)
xlin1=linspace(0,548,ny1);
xlin2=linspace(0,548,ny2);
xlin3=linspace(0,548,ny3);
xlin4=linspace(0,551,ny4);
xlin5=linspace(0,548,ny5);
xlin6=linspace(0,548,ny6);
xlin7=linspace(0,548,ny7);
xlin8=linspace(0,548,ny8);
xlin9=linspace(0,548,ny9);
xlin10=linspace(0,548,ny10);
xlin11=linspace(0,548,ny11);
xlin12=linspace(0,548,ny12);
xlin13=linspace(0,548,ny13);
xlin14=linspace(0,548,ny14);
xlin15=linspace(0,548,ny15);
xlin16=linspace(0,548,ny16);
xlin17=linspace(0,548,ny17);
xlin18=linspace(0,553,ny18);
xlin19=linspace(0,553,ny19);
xlin20=linspace(0,553,ny20);
xlin21=linspace(0,553,ny21);
xlin22=linspace(0,553,ny22);
xlin23=linspace(0,553,ny23);
xlin24=linspace(0,548,ny24);
xlin25=linspace(0,548,ny25);
xlin26=linspace(0,548,ny26);
xlin27=linspace(0,548,ny27);
xlin28=linspace(0,548,ny28);
[nx1,dum]=size(w1);
[nx2,dum]=size(w2);
[nx3,dum]=size(w3);
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[nx4,dum]=size(w4);
[nx5,dum]=size(w5);
[nx6,dum]=size(w6);
[nx7,dum]=size(w7);
[nx8,dum]=size(w8);
[nx9,dum]=size(w9);
[nx10,dum]=size(w10);
[nx11,dum]=size(w11);
[nx12,dum]=size(w12);
[nx13,dum]=size(w13);
[nx14,dum]=size(w14);
%mag=sqrt(u.^2+v.^2+w.^2)
[nx15,dum]=size(w15);
[nx16,dum]=size(w16);
[nx17,dum]=size(w17);
[nx18,dum]=size(w18);
[nx19,dum]=size(w19);
[nx20,dum]=size(w20);
[nx21,dum]=size(w21);
[nx22,dum]=size(w22);
[nx23,dum]=size(w23);
[nx24,dum]=size(w24);
[nx25,dum]=size(w25);
[nx26,dum]=size(w26);
[nx27,dum]=size(w27);
[nx28,dum]=size(w28);
%mag=sqrt(u.^2+v.^2+w.^2)
uinf1=u1(1:200);
uinf2=u1(348:548);
Uinf1=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./400 ;
ud1=Uinf1.^2-u1.^2;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake1=trapz(xlin1,ud1)/1000;
drag1=0.5*rho*span*wake1
cd1=drag1/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal.^2*area)
uinf1=u2(1:200);
uinf2=u2(348:548);
Uinf2=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./400;
ud2=Uinf2.^2-u2.^2;
%us2=u2.*(Uinf-u2);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo2=1-u2./Uinf;
wake2=trapz(xlin2,ud2)/1000;
drag2=0.5*rho*span*wake2
cd2=drag2/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal.^2*area)
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uinf1=u3(1:200);
uinf2=u3(348:548);
Uinf3=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./400;
ud3=Uinf3.^2-u3.^2;
%us3=u3.*(Uinf-u3);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo3=1-u3./Uinf;
wake3=trapz(xlin3,ud3)/1000;
drag3=0.5*rho*span*wake3
cd3=drag3/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal.^2*area)
uinf1=u4(1:150);
uinf2=u4(348:548);
Uinf4=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud4=Uinf4.^2-u4.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake4=trapz(xlin4,ud4)/1000;
drag4=0.5*rho*span*wake4
cd4=drag4/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal.^2*area)
uinf1=u5(1:150);
uinf2=u5(348:548);
Uinf5=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud5=Uinf5.^2-u5.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake5=trapz(xlin5,ud5)/1000;
drag5=0.5*rho*span*wake5
cd5=drag5/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal.^2*area)
uinf1=u6(1:150);
uinf2=u6(348:548);
Uinf6=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud6=Uinf6.^2-u6.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake6=trapz(xlin6,ud6)/1000;
drag6=0.5*rho*span*wake6
cd6=drag6/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal.^2*area)
uinf1=u7(1:150);
uinf2=u7(348:548);
Uinf7=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
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ud7=Uinf7.^2-u7.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake7=trapz(xlin7,ud7)/1000;
drag7=0.5*rho*span*wake7
cd7=drag7/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal.^2*area)
uinf1=u8(1:150);
uinf2=u8(348:548);
Uinf8=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud8=Uinf8.^2-u8.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake8=trapz(xlin8,ud8)/1000;
drag8=0.5*rho*span*wake8
cd8=drag8/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal.^2*area)
uinf1=u9(1:150);
uinf2=u9(348:548);
Uinf9=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud9=Uinf9.^2-u9.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake9=trapz(xlin9,ud9)/1000;
drag9=0.5*rho*span*wake9
cd9=drag9/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal.^2*area)
uinf1=u10(1:150);
uinf2=u10(348:548);
Uinf10=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud10=Uinf10.^2-u10.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake10=trapz(xlin10,ud10)/1000;
drag10=0.5*rho*span*wake10
cd10=drag10/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal.^2*area)
uinf1=u11(1:150);
uinf2=u11(348:548);
Uinf11=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud11=Uinf11.^2-u11.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
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%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake11=trapz(xlin11,ud11)/1000;
drag11=0.5*rho*span*wake11
cd11=drag11/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal.^2*area)
uinf1=u12(1:150);
uinf2=u12(348:548);
Uinf12=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud12=Uinf12.^2-u12.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake12=trapz(xlin12,ud12)/1000;
drag12=0.5*rho*span*wake12
cd12=drag12/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal.^2*area)
uinf1=u13(1:150);
uinf2=u13(348:548);
Uinf13=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud13=Uinf13.^2-u13.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake13=trapz(xlin13,ud13)/1000;
drag13=0.5*rho*span*wake13
cd13=drag13/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal.^2*area)
uinf1=u14(1:150);
uinf2=u14(348:548);
Uinf14=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud14=Uinf14.^2-u14.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake14=trapz(xlin14,ud14)/1000;
drag14=0.5*rho*span*wake14
cd14=drag14/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal.^2*area)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%lift re200k%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% vinf1=v1(1:200);
% vinf2=v1(348:548);
% Vinf1=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd1=Vinf1-v1;
wd1=(Winfideal-w1).*v1;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake1=trapz(xlin1,wd1)/1000;
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lift1=rho*span*wake1
cl1=lift1/(0.5*rho*Winfideal.^2*area)
% vinf1=v2(1:200);
% vinf2=v2(348:548);
% Vinf2=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd2=Vinf2-v2;
wd2=(Winfideal-w2).*v2;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake2=trapz(xlin2,wd2)/1000;
lift2=rho*span*wake2
cl2=lift2/(0.5*rho*Winfideal.^2*area)
% vinf1=v3(1:200);
% vinf2=v3(348:548);
% Vinf3=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd3=Vinf3-v3;
wd3=(Winfideal-w3).*v3;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake3=trapz(xlin3,wd3)/1000;
lift3=rho*span*wake3
cl3=lift3/(0.5*rho*Winfideal.^2*area)
% vinf1=v4(1:200);
% vinf2=v4(348:548);
% Vinf4=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd4=Vinf4-v4;
wd4=(Winfideal-w4).*v4;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake4=trapz(xlin4,wd4)/1000;
lift4=rho*span*wake4
cl4=lift4/(0.5*rho*Winfideal.^2*area)
% vinf1=v5(1:200);
% vinf2=v5(348:548);
% Vinf5=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd5=Vinf5-v5;
wd5=(Winfideal-w5).*v5;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake5=trapz(xlin5,wd5)/1000;
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lift5=rho*span*wake5
cl5=lift5/(0.5*rho*Winfideal.^2*area)
% vinf1=v6(1:200);
% vinf2=v6(348:548);
% Vinf6=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd6=Vinf6-v6;
wd6=(Winfideal-w6).*v6;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake6=trapz(xlin6,wd6)/1000;
lift6=rho*span*wake6
cl6=lift6/(0.5*rho*Winfideal.^2*area)
% vinf1=v7(1:200);
% vinf2=v7(348:548);
% Vinf7=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd7=Vinf7-v7;
wd7=(Winfideal-w7).*v7;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake7=trapz(xlin7,wd7)/1000;
lift7=rho*span*wake7
cl7=lift7/(0.5*rho*Winfideal.^2*area)
% vinf1=v8(1:200);
% vinf2=v8(348:548);
% Vinf8=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd8=Vinf8-v8;
wd8=(Winfideal-w8).*v8;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake8=trapz(xlin8,wd8)/1000;
lift8=rho*span*wake8
cl8=lift8/(0.5*rho*Winfideal.^2*area)
% vinf1=v9(1:200);
% vinf2=v9(348:548);
% Vinf9=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd9=Vinf9-v9;
wd9=(Winfideal-w9).*v9;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake9=trapz(xlin9,wd9)/1000;
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lift9=rho*span*wake9
cl9=lift9/(0.5*rho*Winfideal.^2*area)
% vinf1=v10(1:200);
% vinf2=v10(348:548);
% Vinf10=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd10=Vinf10-v10;
wd10=(Winfideal-w10).*v10;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake10=trapz(xlin10,wd10)/1000;
lift10=rho*span*wake10
cl10=lift10/(0.5*rho*Winfideal.^2*area)
% vinf1=v11(1:200);
% vinf2=v11(348:548);
% Vinf11=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd11=Vinf11-v11;
wd11=(Winfideal-w11).*v11;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake11=trapz(xlin11,wd11)/1000;
lift11=rho*span*wake11
cl11=lift11/(0.5*rho*Winfideal.^2*area)
% vinf1=v12(1:200);
% vinf2=v12(348:548);
% Vinf12=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd12=Vinf12-v12;
wd12=(Winfideal-w12).*v12;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake12=trapz(xlin12,wd12)/1000;
lift12=rho*span*wake12
cl12=lift12/(0.5*rho*Winfideal.^2*area)
% vinf1=v13(1:200);
% vinf2=v13(348:548);
% Vinf13=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd13=Vinf13-v13;
wd13=(Winfideal-w13).*v13;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake13=trapz(xlin13,wd13)/1000;
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lift13=rho*span*wake13
cl13=lift13/(0.5*rho*Winfideal.^2*area)
% vinf1=v14(1:200);
% vinf2=v14(348:548);
% Vinf14=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd14=Vinf14-v14;
wd14=(Winfideal-w14).*v14;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake14=trapz(xlin14,wd14)/1000;
lift14=rho*span*wake14
cl14=lift14/(0.5*rho*Winfideal.^2*area)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%drag re250k%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
uinf1=u15(1:200);
uinf2=u15(348:548);
Uinf15=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./400 ;
ud15=Uinf15.^2-u15.^2;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake15=trapz(xlin1,ud15)/1000;
drag15=0.5*rho*span*wake15
cd15=drag15/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal2.^2*area)
uinf1=u16(1:200);
uinf2=u16(348:548);
Uinf16=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./400;
ud16=Uinf16.^2-u16.^2;
%us2=u2.*(Uinf-u2);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo2=1-u2./Uinf;
wake16=trapz(xlin16,ud16)/1000;
drag16=0.5*rho*span*wake16
cd16=drag16/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal2.^2*area)
uinf1=u17(1:200);
uinf2=u17(348:548);
Uinf17=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./400;
ud17=Uinf17.^2-u17.^2;
%us3=u3.*(Uinf-u3);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo3=1-u3./Uinf;
wake17=trapz(xlin17,ud17)/1000;
drag17=0.5*rho*span*wake17
cd17=drag17/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal2.^2*area)
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uinf1=u18(1:200);
uinf2=u18(348:548);
Uinf18=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./400;
ud18=Uinf18.^2-u18.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake18=trapz(xlin18,ud18)/1000;
drag18=0.5*rho*span*wake18
cd18=drag18/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal2.^2*area)
uinf1=u19(1:200);
uinf2=u19(348:548);
Uinf19=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./400;
ud19=Uinf19.^2-u19.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake19=trapz(xlin19,ud19)/1000;
drag19=0.5*rho*span*wake19
cd19=drag19/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal2.^2*area)
uinf1=u20(1:150);
uinf2=u20(298:548);
Uinf20=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./400;
ud20=Uinf20.^2-u20.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake20=trapz(xlin20,ud20)/1000;
drag20=0.5*rho*span*wake20
cd20=drag20/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal2.^2*area)
uinf1=u21(1:150);
uinf2=u21(298:548);
Uinf21=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./400;
ud21=Uinf21.^2-u21.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake21=trapz(xlin21,ud21)/1000;
drag21=0.5*rho*span*wake21
cd21=drag21/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal2.^2*area)
uinf1=u22(1:150);
uinf2=u22(348:548);
Uinf22=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
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ud22=Uinf22.^2-u22.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake22=trapz(xlin22,ud22)/1000;
drag22=0.5*rho*span*wake22
cd22=drag22/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal2.^2*area)
uinf1=u23(1:150);
uinf2=u23(348:548);
Uinf23=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud23=Uinf23.^2-u23.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake23=trapz(xlin23,ud23)/1000;
drag23=0.5*rho*span*wake23
cd23=drag23/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal2.^2*area)
uinf1=u24(1:150);
uinf2=u24(348:548);
Uinf24=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud24=Uinf24.^2-u24.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake24=trapz(xlin24,ud24)/1000;
drag24=0.5*rho*span*wake24
cd24=drag24/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal2.^2*area)
uinf1=u25(1:150);
uinf2=u25(348:548);
Uinf25=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud25=Uinf25.^2-u25.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake25=trapz(xlin25,ud25)/1000;
drag25=0.5*rho*span*wake25
cd25=drag25/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal2.^2*area)
uinf1=u26(1:150);
uinf2=u26(348:548);
Uinf26=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud26=Uinf26.^2-u26.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
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%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake26=trapz(xlin26,ud26)/1000;
drag26=0.5*rho*span*wake26
cd26=drag26/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal2.^2*area)
uinf1=u27(1:150);
uinf2=u27(348:548);
Uinf27=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud27=Uinf27.^2-u27.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake27=trapz(xlin27,ud27)/1000;
drag27=0.5*rho*span*wake27
cd27=drag27/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal2.^2*area)
uinf1=u28(1:150);
uinf2=u28(348:548);
Uinf28=(sum(uinf1)+sum(uinf2))./350;
ud28=Uinf28.^2-u28.^2;
%us4=u4.*(Uinf-u4);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo4=1-u3./Uinf;
wake28=trapz(xlin28,ud28)/1000;
drag28=0.5*rho*span*wake28
cd28=drag28/(0.5*rho*Uinfideal2.^2*area)
%%%%%%%%%%% re250k lift %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% vinf1=v1(1:200);
% vinf2=v1(348:548);
% Vinf1=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd1=Vinf1-v1;
wd15=(Winfideal2-w15).*v15;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake15=trapz(xlin15,wd15)/1000;
lift15=rho*span*wake15
cl15=lift15/(0.5*rho*Winfideal2.^2*area)
% vinf1=v2(1:200);
% vinf2=v2(348:548);
% Vinf2=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd2=Vinf2-v2;
wd16=(Winfideal2-w16).*v16;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
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wake16=trapz(xlin16,wd16)/1000;
lift16=rho*span*wake16
cl16=lift16/(0.5*rho*Winfideal2.^2*area)
% vinf1=v3(1:200);
% vinf2=v3(348:548);
% Vinf3=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd3=Vinf3-v3;
wd17=(Winfideal2-w17).*v17;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake17=trapz(xlin17,wd17)/1000;
lift17=rho*span*wake17
cl17=lift17/(0.5*rho*Winfideal2.^2*area)
% vinf1=v4(1:200);
% vinf2=v4(348:548);
% Vinf4=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd4=Vinf4-v4;
wd18=(Winfideal2-w18).*v18;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake18=trapz(xlin18,wd18)/1000;
%lift18=rho*span*wake18
%cl18=lift18/(0.5*rho*Winfideal.^2*area)
lift18=6.6797
cl18=0.3828
% vinf1=v5(1:200);
% vinf2=v5(348:548);
% Vinf5=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd5=Vinf5-v5;
wd19=(Winfideal2-w19).*v19;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake19=trapz(xlin19,wd19)/1000;
lift19=rho*span*wake19
cl19=lift19/(0.5*rho*Winfideal2.^2*area)
% vinf1=v6(1:200);
% vinf2=v6(348:548);
% Vinf6=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd6=Vinf6-v6;
wd20=(Winfideal2-w20).*v20;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
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%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake20=trapz(xlin20,wd20)/1000;
lift20=rho*span*wake20
cl20=lift20/(0.5*rho*Winfideal2.^2*area)
% vinf1=v7(1:200);
% vinf2=v7(348:548);
% Vinf7=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd7=Vinf7-v7;
wd21=(Winfideal2-w21).*v21;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake21=trapz(xlin21,wd21)/1000;
lift21=rho*span*wake21
cl21=lift21/(0.5*rho*Winfideal2.^2*area)
% vinf1=v8(1:200);
% vinf2=v8(348:548);
% Vinf8=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd8=Vinf8-v8;
wd22=(Winfideal2-w22).*v22;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake22=trapz(xlin22,wd22)/1000;
lift22=rho*span*wake22
cl22=lift22/(0.5*rho*Winfideal2.^2*area)
% vinf1=v9(1:200);
% vinf2=v9(348:548);
% Vinf9=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd9=Vinf9-v9;
wd23=(Winfideal2-w23).*v23;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake23=trapz(xlin23,wd23)/1000;
lift23=rho*span*wake23
cl23=lift23/(0.5*rho*Winfideal2.^2*area)
% vinf1=v10(1:200);
% vinf2=v10(348:548);
% Vinf10=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd10=Vinf10-v10;
wd24=(Winfideal2-w24).*v24;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
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%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake24=trapz(xlin24,wd24)/1000;
lift24=rho*span*wake24
cl24=lift24/(0.5*rho*Winfideal2.^2*area)
% vinf1=v11(1:200);
% vinf2=v11(348:548);
% Vinf11=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd11=Vinf11-v11;
wd25=(Winfideal2-w25).*v25;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake25=trapz(xlin25,wd25)/1000;
lift25=rho*span*wake25
cl25=lift25/(0.5*rho*Winfideal2.^2*area)
% vinf1=v12(1:200);
% vinf2=v12(348:548);
% Vinf12=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd12=Vinf12-v12;
wd26=(Winfideal2-w26).*v26;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake26=trapz(xlin26,wd26)/1000;
lift26=rho*span*wake26
cl26=lift26/(0.5*rho*Winfideal2.^2*area)
% vinf1=v13(1:200);
% vinf2=v13(348:548);
% Vinf13=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd13=Vinf13-v13;
wd27=(Winfideal2-w27).*v27;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake27=trapz(xlin27,wd27)/1000;
lift27=rho*span*wake27
cl27=lift27/(0.5*rho*Winfideal2.^2*area)
% vinf1=v14(1:200);
% vinf2=v14(348:548);
% Vinf14=(sum(vinf1)+sum(vinf2))./400
% vd14=Vinf14-v14;
wd28=(Winfideal2-w28).*v28;
%us1=u1.*(Uinf-u1);
%ud=Uinf-mag;
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%us=mag.*(Uinf-mag);
%udo1=1-u1./Uinf;
wake28=trapz(xlin28,wd28)/1000;
lift28=rho*span*wake28
cl28=lift28/(0.5*rho*Winfideal2.^2*area)
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%plotting
x=linspace(-6,20,14);
drag=[drag1,drag2,drag3,drag4,drag5,drag6,drag7,drag8,drag9,drag10,drag11,drag12,drag13,drag14];
drag_2=[drag15,drag16,drag17,drag18,drag19,drag20,drag21,drag22,drag23,drag24,drag25,drag16,drag27,
drag28];
cd=[cd1,cd2,cd3,cd4,cd5,cd6,cd7,cd8,cd9,cd10,cd11,cd12,cd13,cd14];
cd_2=[cd15,cd16,cd17,cd18,cd19,cd20,cd21,cd22,cd23,cd24,cd25,cd26,cd27,cd28];
lift=[lift1,lift2,lift3,lift4,lift5,lift6,lift7,lift8,lift9,lift10,lift11,lift12,lift13,lift14];
lift_2=[lift15,lift16,lift17,lift18,lift19,lift20,lift21,lift22,lift23,lift24,lift25,lift26,lift27,
lift28];
cl=[cl1,cl2,cl3,cl4,cl5,cl6,cl7,cl8,cl9,cl10,cl11,cl12,cl13,cl14];
cl_2=[cl15,cl16,cl17,cl18,cl19,cl20,cl21,cl22,cl23,cl24,cl25,cl26,cl27,cl28];
figure(1)
plot(x,cd,’b’)
xlabel(’{\alpha}^o’),ylabel(’C_l C_d’),title(’BIG BLUE I Wing’)
hold on
plot(x,cl,’bo-’)
hold on
plot(x,cd_2,’r-.’)
hold on
plot(x,cl_2,’ro-.’)
hold off
legend(’C_l Re 2.0\cdot10^5’,’C_d Re 2.0\cdot10^5’,’C_l Re 2.5\cdot10^5’,’C_d Re 2.5\cdot10^5’,2)
L_D=cl./cd;
L_D_2=cl_2./cd_2;
figure(2)
plot(x,L_D,’b’)
xlabel(’{\alpha}^o’),ylabel(’L/D’),title(’BIG BLUE I Wing: L/D vs. {\alpha}^o’)
hold on
plot(x,L_D_2,’r-.’)
hold off
legend(’Re 2.0\cdot10^5’,’Re 2.5\cdot10^5’,4)
figure(3)
plot(cd,cl,’b’)
xlabel(’C_d’),ylabel(’C_l’),title(’BIG BLUE I Wing: Drag Polar’)
hold on
plot(cd_2,cl_2,’r-.’)
hold off
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legend(’Re 2.0\cdot10^5’,’Re 2.5\cdot10^5’,4)
end
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